
Appendix A

DETAILED COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO COPELAND BOROUGH 
COUNCIL’S LOCAL PLAN SITE ALLOCATION & POLICIES  PREFERRED 
OPTIONS CONSULTATION DOCUMENT  
 

1. Specific Comments - Preferred Policies & Issues     

Proposed Policy SA1 – Principles for allocating land for development  

1.2 It is considered that reference should be made to education infrastructure 
in Policy SA1.

Proposed Policy SA3 – Settlement boundary review 

1.3 It is considered that further work on infrastructure impacts is required 
before forming a view on proposed policy SA3. 

Issues to be dealt with in allocating land for house building 

1.4 The distribution of development is set out in the adopted Core Strategy 
Policy ST2 and to amend this Policy would require going through a 
statutory process. Whilst it is acknowledged that there may not be any 
evidence to warrant a review of the Core Strategy Policy at this stage,  
once the impacts in relation the energy related projects are better 
understood Copeland Borough Council should carefully consider if an 
early selective review of the Local Plan would be required.

1.5 It is considered that in order to successfully plan for Whitehaven Town 
Centre, a development framework should be prepared.  The absence of 
which would increase the potential for conflicting developments to take 
place and would not allow for a coordinated approach to deliver the 
associated supporting infrastructure.

Issue 4: How can we use planning powers to meet demand for older 
people?

1.6 Copeland Borough Council’s preferred option is to rely on planning 
obligations to help meet the demand for housing for older people.  It is 
therefore considered that in the final Site Allocations and Policy element of 
the Local Plan reference should be made to the County Council’s Planning 
Obligation Policy which outlines the County Council’s approach to seeking 
planning obligations in relation to Adult Social Care.

1.7 It is considered that housing is a vital component of community care and 
the key to independent living. In order to support people to live as 
independently as possible, there is a need for agencies to work 
collaboratively in planning and the use of resources. The County Council’s 
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Planning Obligations Policy seeks to ensure that new housing designs can 
be easily adapted to meet the requirements of occupants should their 
needs change over time.  

1.8 The County Council will also work with Copeland Borough Council to 
identify sites which are in suitable locations which could contribute to 
delivering housing for older people.  

2. Energy Related Projects & The Local Plan  

2.1 It is acknowledged that Copeland Borough Council adopted their Core 
Strategy in 2013.  The Site Allocations element of the Local Plan seeks to 
demonstrate how the adopted Core Strategy will be delivered on the 
ground over the plan period (2013-2028).  The Core Strategy contains a 
number of policies in relation to Nationally Significant Infrastructure 
Projects (NSIP) within Copeland.  Policy ST1 – ‘Strategic Development 
Principles’ states that in relation to Economic and Social Sustainability 
Copeland Borough Council will ‘support the development of energy 
infrastructure, related economic clusters, rural diversification and tourism 
in appropriate areas’.  Another example of one is Policy ER3 – ‘The 
Support Infrastructure for the Energy Coast’, which states that in relation 
to energy projects Copeland Borough Council will work with operators and 
developers to identify sites for supply chain operations, worker 
accommodation, off-site associated development and other associated 
development.  It is acknowledged particularly in relation to the new nuclear 
power station at Moorside being promoted by NuGen, that until further 
information and detailed technical studies have been carried out, it would 
not be possible or realistic to expect the Site Allocations element of the 
Local Plan to allocate and deliver the aforementioned policies set out in 
the adopted Core Strategy.

2.2 NSIPs are required to go through a separate determination process which 
is set out the Planning Act 2008.  As part of this process those authorities 
affected by such developments falling within section 14(1) of the Planning 
Act 2008 produce a Local Impact Report which sets out the authorities 
views on the impact of that development and which is considered by the 
Planning Inspectorate on behalf of the Secretary of State throughout the 
examination stage.  It is therefore suggested that once further information 
and studies have been prepared about the impacts of the Moorside 
development, Copeland Borough Council should consider conducting an 
early selective review of the Local Plan, to fully take into account the 
energy related projects within Cumbria, and how any impacts could be 
mitigated. 

2.3 West Somerset Council was in a similar position to Copeland Borough 
Council as they were developing their Local Plan whilst the process for a 
Development Consent Order (DCO) for the new nuclear power station at 
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Hinkley Point C was being progressed.  As the Site Allocations element of 
the Local Plan was not at an advanced stage to take account of impacts 
from Hinkley Point C at the time of the DCO application, West Somerset 
Council decided to produce a Supplementary Planning Document to 
ensure that the impacts of energy related projects were taken account of 
through a policy framework linked to the Local Plan

2.4 It is suggested that Copeland Borough Council could consider the use of a 
similar Supplementary Planning Document process in the case of the 
Moorside project being promoted by NuGen, given the acknowledged 
difficulties in identifying the full effects of this project at this early stage of 
its development when little detailed information relating to its affects can 
be realistically modelled.

3. Highways and Transport & Lead Local Flood Authority 

3.1 It is considered that a Stage 1 study to assess the highways impact of the 
Local Plan proposals using the West Cumbria Traffic Model should be 
undertaken by the County Council’s Strategic Asset Management Team. 
The study will include the estimated traffic generation of the development 
proposals in the model at the end of the plan period and background traffic 
growth. The study will then identify locations on the highway network 
where increased congestion is forecast to occur in the future. 

3.2 Following the conclusion of the traffic study, the results can be used to 
inform a Stage 2 assessment to identify suitable mitigation measures. It is 
anticipated that measures could include highway capacity improvements 
where appropriate, alongside improvements to walking and cycling routes 
and public transport. The studies should then form key parts of the 
evidence base for the Local Plan and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

3.3 The following Highways and Transport and Lead Local Flood Authority 
comments are made in terms of acceptability of site(s), use of spare 
capacity within existing infrastructure, likely infrastructure requirements 
and impacts on traffic and flooding remote from the site(s) and where 
applicable collectively. 

3.4 Generally residential developments greater than 80 dwelling will need to 
be supported by a Travel Plan as will any other development where there 
is a potential to generate or exacerbate local vehicular traffic congestion. 
Transport Assessments will be required for residential development 
exceeding 100 dwellings.  Transport Statements / Assessment may be 
sought for other development where it’s considered the development will 
add cumulatively to local vehicular traffic congestion of have a significant 
impact on the Strategic Road Network.  Flood Risk Assessments (FRA) 
and Drainage Statements (DS) are needed for sites where there are either 
flood/drainage issues with the site or known downstream events.
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3.5 Please note that all of the comments that are made from paragraph 3.6 – 
3.259 are made by the County Council in relation to Highways, Transport 
and Flood Risk.

WHITEHAVEN

Town Centre & Harbourside 

3.6 Site WT11 is the conversion/redevelopment of the carpet stores to 
housing, between Mill St & Richmond Terrace, and must include 
appropriate levels of ‘in curtilage’ car parking, as they are in an area of 
high ‘on street’ demand.  If the buildings are demolished, thought should 
be given to forming a link road as neither Mill St nor Richmond Terrace 
have any turning facilities at their ends. Whilst in Flood Zone 2, issues 
relate to problems at the Pow Beck and now that the harbour is protected 
from high tides by lock gates, these issues are considered resolvable.

3.7 Site WT12 has redevelopment underway and so should not be included as 
a potential site.

3.8 Sites WT13 & 14 have been redeveloped as the Albion Square complex 
and so should not be included as a potential site.

3.9 Sites WT15, 16 & 17 (current employment sites to east of B5325 Newtown 
Rd.) – sites are within Flood Zone 2.  From a Highways and Transport 
perspective it is considered that the sites are best retained in employment 
use rather than residential due to position amongst other 
employment/retail units.

3.10 Site WT21, from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective there is 
no objection to the site being considered as an ‘Opportunity Site’ along 
with adjacent sites WT22 WT24. The sites have good access and are 
served by regular cross Town bus services. Site WT23 (to the east) is 
currently being redeveloped as an Extra Care accommodation for the 
elderly.  Site WT24 is the Ginns Car Park, which currently is filled to 
capacity most days; thus redevelopment of this site would either need to 
preserve parking provision with the development or alternatively provide 
compensatory parking elsewhere. 

3.11 The B5345/Coach Rd junction needs improvement and similarly to the 
Station Rd and A5094 junctions at the eastern end of Coach Rd. Although 
some initial scheme design work has been undertaken, no implementation 
funding has been secured.  Therefore there are issues that remain to be 
addressed to allow development to take place as there are significant 
traffic impacts on the southern side of the town.

3.12 Whilst these sites are free from flood risk, the culverted Pow Beck runs 
along the eastern boundary and therefore there needs to be a 
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maintenance corridor provided and any surface water discharge to this 
would need attenuated flows.

3.13 From a highways, transport and flood risk perspective Site WT25 BT 
depot, Cart Rd/B5325 is best retained for employment use.

3.14 Sites WT31 & 32 Quay Street east and west car parks are proposed as an 
‘Opportunity site’.  The loss of town centre parking is an issue as the 
capacity of the multi-storey has been reduced by contract allocation to the 
Albion Square development. The sites are within Flood Zone 2 and have 
Pow Beck culvert running beneath, so there is a requirement for a 
maintenance corridor to be provided/maintained.  Quay St is Public 
Highway and whilst no longer an essential road for traffic, any 
development, would need to first ‘Stop-up’ all/part of the street required for 
the redevelopment. A suitable re-development should include parking 
provision at existing ground level.

3.15 Sites WT33 and WT34 could be accessed using an improved existing 
access off Rosemary Lane, but due to the topography of the site this will 
be difficult. The present access road would only be suitable for up to 20 
dwellings. Whilst no flooding problems are identified, the sidelong nature 
of the ground, mean overland flow issues will need to be addressed. It is 
suggested that consideration be given to allocating the site as 
Greenspace.

3.16 Site WT41 Mark House, has an extant planning consent and although 
shown as Flood Zone 2, this area is understood to have not flooded since 
the harbour had the tidal levels controlled by the lock gates.  The County 
Council from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective have no 
issue with the proposal to allocate as a Town Centre Opportunity Site if 
appropriate parking provision is made/retained within 500m, 
commensurate with usage.

3.17 Site WT42 Marlboro Street is a small infill site, which is currently mostly 
car parking. Whilst the comments made for Sites WT33 & 34 and 41 still 
apply (with regards flood risk, access and car parking), they are of lesser 
significance.  This also applies to Site WT43 the Cattanooga Restaurant 
on the Duke St/Tangier St corner.

3.18 Site WT51 CMS bus garage Bransty Row has problems with direct 
vehicular access off A5094 due to adjacent road junctions for Town Centre 
Gyratory/North Shore Rd.  The County Council from a highways, transport 
and flood risk perspective have no issue with proposal to allocate as a 
mixed use Opportunity Site.

3.19 In relation to site FWT52 CMS bus workshops, Wellington Row  it is 
considered that this site will be a difficult site to develop due to 
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topography, there are issues with footway width and vehicular access 
which would all need to be resolved if the site were to be developed.  Site 
WT53 the Old bus station Bransty Row has limited vehicular access. The 
County Council from a Highways and Transport and Flood Risk 
perspective have no issue with the proposal to allocate as a mixed use 
Opportunity Site as long as access constraints are recognised.  Bransty 
Row is the A5094 principal route into Town and Wellington Row an 
important local distributor road.

3.20 Site WT61 B&H Motors Scotch Street / High Street is an operating main 
dealership garage in the midst of a residential area the County Council 
from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective have no issue with 
the existing use continuing or similarly no concerns are raised if allocated 
for housing.

3.21 Site WT 62 Cumberland Electrical, George Street which is a conversion of 
former housing to specialist storage & distribution with limited 
retail/wholesale; within a predominantly residential area.  It is considered 
there are no issues from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective if 
converted to residential use (with parking retained at rear).

3.22 Site WT63 is the former Methodist Church Scotch Street / Lowther Street.  
The site has problems with vehicular access due to proximity to major 
traffic signalled junction at start / end of Town Centre gyratory.  Therefore 
from a highways,transport and flood risk perspective the County Council 
agrees with “no allocation – redevelop in accordance with Local Plan”. 
Likewise Sites WT64 the Snooker Club, Roper Street and WT65 
Telephone Exchange, Catherine Street though in both of these cases the 
buildings still currently in use.

Town Centre – Infrastructure Deficiencies  

 Flooding issues associated with Pow Beck, (require interventions in 
Pow Beck Section).

 Road network ‘pinch points’ to the south of the Town – Coach Rd 
junctions with B5345, Station Road & A5094 (Flatt Walks) and 
B5345 Meadow View. 

 The Whitehaven Streetscapes Masterplan the principal element 
requiring funding being ‘public realm improvements’ to Lowther 
Street and Duke Street.

3.18 It is considered that the only sites that cause significant traffic / 
infrastructure deficiency concerns are sites WT21, 22 and 24.

WHITEHAVEN POW BECK
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3.19 Whitehaven has a long history and is the most significant area in relation 
to addressing infrastructure deficiencies that have a bearing on further 
development to the south of the town centre (and indeed in terms of flood 
impact from the higher ground in the Hensingham area to the east). 

3.20 Coach Road though unclassified, is a local distributor road forming the 
southern town centre boundary and connecting the Kells and Mirehouse 
suburbs to the A595 to the east. Its junctions with the A5094 Flatt Walks; 
Station Rd/Calder Ave; and also the B5345 at the western end are key 
traffic capacity limiters; as indeed is the section of the B5345, south 
through Meadow View.  It is also important to note that Coach Road 
occasionally floods due to Pow Beck/combined sewer surcharge.

3.21 The Pow Beck Masterplan would have delivered an improved junction at 
Coach Rd/B5345 and a new spine road linking through to Meadow Road.  
It is considered that these should remain key requirements for the 
redevelopment of Sites WT22, WP4 & WP3.  In relation to the flooding 
issues associated with Pow Beck, which runs through Mirehouse, chiefly 
in open cut, before entering a culvert north of Coach Road leading to its 
outfall to the Harbour at West Strand. To the back of Meadow Rd 
Industrial Estate, it is joined by Snebra Beck, which has a catchment to the 
high ground to the east around Hensingham. Attenuation ponds need to 
be created in the Pow Beck area to provide adequate storage to lessen 
the frequency/impact of flood events and indeed enable developments in 
other sub areas, which drain to Pow Beck.

3.22 HWP1 – Corkickle Goods Yard – the majority of this and neighbouring 
land is the subject of County Planning Application 04/15/9002 for a 
Transport Hub (car park for Corkickle Station) and is expected to be 
determined in summer 2015 and construction scheduled thereafter..

3.23 WP2 – Recreation Ground - allocated for housing in previous Local Plan 
and is now proposed to be reallocated as Open Space (sports ground). 
The plan does not make clear whether Site WP2 includes the land to the 
south of the railway embankment which is where an attenuation pond is 
needed to control flows in Pow Beck downstream.  However, this can be 
complementary to Open Space allocation, funded by developments 
elsewhere, under T&CP Act 1990 S106 Agreement(s). The Local Plan 
must make clear reference to the need for land for Pow Beck attenuation 
measures.

3.24 WP3 – Meadow View – employment allocation – this site must make 
provision for a new road to act as a relief road to the B5345 at Meadow 
View and more particularly (with Site WT24) a rearranged junction at 
Coach Rd/B5345.  Flow attenuation measures along Pow Beck are also 
required, otherwise thje site is well located for A2/B1/B2 Uses. Likewise 
site WP4, with corridor widening and an appropriate junction off Coach Rd.  
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It is considered that Pottery Rd could be the commencement of the relief 
road corridor.

3.25 WP5 – Newdale Yard – the existing access at Woodbine Villas, off the 
B5345 is unsuitable for significant development of the site.  Given there is 
a ‘grandfather right’ of access at Woodbine Villas, the site could be 
developed for a use that has limited traffic generation, serviced by the 
Private Access Road as at present.  Prior to it being considered for 
anything more significant, the site promoter should demonstrate that a 
suitable highway access arrangement can be provided.

WHITEHAVEN WEST 

3.26 This is the high cliff-top area to the south-west of the town centre generally 
known as Kells. The principal allocation by land area is TOS3 (tourism 
opportunity site) which was allocated in the 2006 Local Plan.  There are no 
issues with this allocation being continued but there is a need to recognise 
any development which generates significant traffic relies on the 
upgrading of Coach Rd as referred to previously. The planned additional 
housing sites are principally at the southern end so should not significantly 
add to the longstanding traffic problems at Rosemary Lane and High Rd 
(Kells).  There are no flood/surface water issues are envisaged here as 
the land is ‘high cliff-top’, generally sloping towards the sea.

3.27 WA – Haig Enterprise Park – This is a longstanding employment allocation 
since closure of mine in mid 1980s, based on small business units.  There 
is no objection to this type of use continuing, which since May 2013 and 
the change to the Use Classes Amendment Order could change to ‘A 
Class’ use up to 150sq.m floor space and B8 if less than 500sq.m without 
the need for planning permission.  Uses generally should have limited 
HGV traffic movements due to limitations of High Rd (Kells).

3.28 WW1 - Pondfield Garage currently has houses being built so should not 
be allocated..

3.29 WW2 - former White School site is another with a longstanding planning 
history with build-out of houses slowly progressing, however the entire site 
is consented..

3.30 WW3 – land north of North Row – Access via North Row and High Rd 
(Kells) problematic unless compensatory parking provided as part of 
development to enable ‘on street’ parking to be eliminated, so fully support 
de-allocation as housing site and incorporation into wider TOS3.

3.31 WW4 – Site west of St.Mary’s School. Currently the site is ‘land-locked’ 
but there is the former Marchon private access road {which would form an 
ideal access off High Rd(Woodhouse) which is a main distributor road and 
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railway formation on the south-eastern boundary that is understood to be 
under the control of Story Homes, who are currently redeveloping the 
former office complex (WW5) to the east, within their larger South 
Whitehaven Masterplan (referred to in next section). This forms a logical 
extension to the present Masterplan area.

3.32 WW5 – Former Marchon/Rhodia offices – Story Homes have recently 
commenced house building to a revised lower density design, so should 
not be allocated as the site is under construction.

WHITEHAVEN SOUTH 

3.33 This area covers the former Marchon/Rhodia chemical works /Ladysmith 
Mining sites on the western high cliff-top, the west valley side 
(Greenbank), valley floor (Mirehouse) and eastern valley side up to the 
A595(T) which is predominantly residential with associated facilities to 
service the community. As already noted the Pow Beck runs along the 
valley floor and the development would need to attenuate surface water 
‘run off’ to less than extant discharges. The southern end of TOS3 lies 
within this area and this is within the Catchment of watercourses that lead 
to Sandwith where, there are flooding issues to resolve (see Sandwith site 
Vs1).  Therefore, when the sites come forward the planning applications 
will need to be supported by a Flood Risk Assessment  and Drainage 
Strategy which deal with more than the immediate site environs. Several 
sites are steeply sloping and thus can suffer from/contribute to overland 
flows, which will be required to be identified and mitigated. In some cases 
the prospective housing yield appears ambitious given the constraints on 
gradients by DDA and Lifetime Homes design requirements. It is a matter 
for concern that the majority of sites are shown as “little or no potential for 
SuDS”, whilst this tends to be true for small infill/redevelopment sites, the 
majority of the larger sites would appear to have scope for rainfall 
retention/detention, if not entire drainage provision by ground infiltration; 
the Local Plan should be securing a step change from the provision of 
separated foul/SW systems, where the only concession to SuDS is 
attenuated flows to watercourses.

3.34 From a transport perspective Whitehaven Corkickle station lies at the 
northern end of the town where as previously noted, a Transport Hub is 
being developed and the area is well served by the ‘cross town’ suburban 
bus services and on the eastern side by Service 30 West Cumbria Coast 
(Thornhill-Egremont-Whitehaven-Workington-Maryport). As previously 
noted, Coach Rd is the distributor route across the northern end and 
needs improvements; Mirehouse Rd runs along the southern edge and 
currently benefits from a DfT ‘pinch-point’ scheme, to signalise and 
improve capacity at its junction with the A595; and a development funded 
improvement to its west junction with the B5345 and Wilson Pit Rd/High 
Rd (Woodhouse); both commencing shortly. The B5345 and A595(T) run 
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south/north through the site with several local distributor roads forming 
loops off these. It is also the area closest within Whitehaven to the 
Sellafield employment site, so is a logical place to support development.

3.35 WS1 – is the Story Homes South Whitehaven Masterplan site, which has 
Outline Consent 04/10/2331 with some Reserved Matters applications 
made and housing underway to a phased build programme.

3.36 WS2 – Woodhouse Rd – topography will limit ‘build-out’ density, but no 
issues with the proposal to allocate this site for housing. 

3.37 WS3 – Land west of B5345 – outline consent 04/01/0681, for housing has 
been granted for the site and a reserved matters application was received 
February 2015. It is understood that the developer is looking to start 
building late summer/early autumn, it is considered that if building starts 
prior to the Pre Submission document being consulted on, the site should 
not be allocated.

3.38 WS4 – Old Welfare Home site – adjacent to WS2 with similar 
topographical constraints and to which it forms a logical extension. 
Similarly no issues with either this site being used for housing or a 
specialist community use if developed independently.

3.39 WS5 – Valley View Rd - No objection to this land being allocated for 
housing.

3.40 NOTE: Sites WS 2 – 5 (and 12 if it is allocated) will exacerbate the current 
traffic congestion on the B5345 at Meadow View and should be required to 
either contribute to the cost for providing a solution or not be allowed to be 
developed until such a time it has been provided as part of the 
development of OS2 (Pow Beck Opportunity Site). 

3.41 WS6 – ‘small gap site’ at Lakeland Ave/Woodhouse Rd junction – no 
issues with this being allocated. 

3.42 WS7 & WS8 – Public Open Space to south/north of Woodhouse Rd these 
areas were landscaped, had play equipment/bus shelters/seating provided 
at public expense and have become part of well used local amenity in an 
area where there is now significant additional residential development.  It 
is considered that these areas should be retained rather than developed 
for housing, though given their central location, bisected by a local 
distributor road, there may be a case for limited development to provide 
community related facilities.

3.43 WS9 – Howgill Quarry, off Lakeland (View – should read Avenue).  The 
site is understood to have had vehicular access off Woodhouse Rd 
adjacent to the Lion Public House.  If this this site were developed it could 
provide access to site WP5 with pedestrian/cycle access at the Pow Beck 
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end. The site would likely need an element of Masterplanning which would 
see development, with funding through a Sec.106 Agreement, upkeep the 
lake and associated greenspace as a community asset.  Any development 
would have vehicular traffic impacts at Meadow View on the B5345.

3.44 WS10 Valley View Playground & WS11 Greenbank P&M Club – agree 
with proposal that existing use should be preserved. 

3.45 WS12 Wastwater Rd – this site has a housing development (Consent 
04/09/2323) the site is nearing completion so should not be allocated.

3.46 WS13 Kirkside ( Kirkstone?) Rd –  It is considered that this site is a difficult 
site to fully develop topographically. Traffic noise from Mirehouse Rd and 
A595 likely to be an issue, particularly as there is a traffic signalled 
junction being installed soon. The proposed retention as Open Space is 
therefore supported.

3.47 WS14 Pillar Rd – The site is currently Open Space which could provide 
access to Site WE2 and then provide a meaningful development; in the 
absence of such a scheme, the County Council from a highways, 
tramsport and flood risk perspective have no issue with the site being 
maintained as Open Space.

3.48 WS15 Mirehouse Rd – this site would be an urban extension of 
Whitehaven south of Mirehouse Rd being land between Mirehouse Ponds 
and the railway. Given the railway bridge at one end and Skiddaw Rd (an 
important local distributor road) junction the other, obtaining a suitable 
access would be problematic and would need to incorporate a suitable 
pedestrian crossing point. Given the existence of many sequentially 
preferable sites, it is considered that the site should remain in agricultural 
Use.

WHITEHAVEN EAST 

3.49 This is essentially the Hensingham area east of the A595 up to Harras 
Moor Rd. and is predominantly residential but has the West Cumberland 
Hospital and Copeland sports stadium, swimming pool, secondary schools 
and employment sites within. Although the area is some distance from the 
Town Centre, it has the B5295 running through it and is served by Service 
30 West Cumbria Coast (Thornhill-Egremont-Whitehaven-Workington-
Maryport) regular daily bus service as well as some local services. The 
majority of the sites are relatively small and include employment sites WB 
& SES1 and the large Opportunity Site OS3, this latter site would require 
significant road and public transport improvements to be fully developed.

3.50 SES1 – West Lakes Science & Technology Park – no issues with retention 
of this as a Strategic Employment Site and future expansion as indicated.  
The site has a purpose built junction off the A595(T). Depending on levels 
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of housing taken forwards for Cleator Moor/Moor Row area, consideration 
should be given to forming an access to the C4003 and also to the 
Cyclepath on the eastern side to eliminate need for local worker traffic 
needing to access the A595(T) over short distances.

3.51 WB – is Sneckyeat Industrial Estate (and Site WE5 is a proposal that is 
partly developed and should be re-allocated for housing). Given this would 
be served by an industrial access road which residents would have to use 
either as pedestrians or drivers the recommendation that the employment 
allocation be retained, is supported.

3.52 OS3 – Hensingham Common Opportunity Site is the former opencast coal 
workings which have a purpose built access off the Moresby Parks 
Roundabout and roads (C4006 & 4008) leading over Rosehill to the 
A595(T) at Parton. This road was improved for the opencast mine and is 
potentially to be improved further as the Whitehaven Eastern Relief Road 
(or Eastern bypass as referred to in the Local Plan); though there are 
capacity issues due to the A595 junction at Parton and gradients for 
lorries. Any large scale employment development of this site would need 
the U4008 & 4009 from Rosehill to the A595 Howgate roundabout 
improving to industrial access road standard. The site drains into the River 
Keekle and there are downstream flood events, and so developments 
would need to improve on current storm water discharge rates.  The 
County Council from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective has 
no objection in principle to the southern/eastern parts being developed for 
tourism related developments. Whilst bus services are currently poor there 
is the potential to improve these for large scale development. This said, 
priority should be given to using surplus capacity at Moresby Parks (MpA) 
Red Lonning (WC) and Sneckyeat (WB) prior to commencing 
development of Hensingham Common, though it is recognised it is one of 
the few sites in the borough which could accommodate a major industrial 
development (eg. Nissan at Sunderland) if such came about. Anything of 
this scale could provide the necessary infrastructure improvements.

3.53 WE1 – Rutland Ave Garages site – given the current usage is a small 
proportion of the entire site which appears to be largely Open Space. No 
fundamental objection to being allocated for housing.

3.54 WE2 – Chapel House Hensingham - as noted under Site WS14, access 
from Pillar Rd is only possible if both sites are developed in conjunction. 
Given topography of both sites density would likely be low, the sites are 
relatively well located in relation to existing facilities and services. As 
A595/ Holmwood Rd roundabout is at a significantly higher level, road 
traffic noise should not be a major issue.

3.55 WE3 – (land rear of) Egremont Rd. Hensingham –Recently (Nov.2014) 
High Grange Developments have produced a satisfactory means of 
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access off the Hensingham Square mini-roundabout and apparently have 
secured land to create it. If this is the case, then it should be allocated as it 
is close to local facilities, including local bus services and schools. 
However, if this access is not deliverable, it is considered that the site 
would be ‘landlocked’ and hence, not allocated.

3.56 WE4 – Overend Rd – assuming this is the land fronting the Community 
Centre, given the requirement for forward visibility on the inside of the 
bend (Homewood/Overend Rds. are local distributor roads) there would 
not appear to be sufficient land remaining for any meaningful 
development, therefore the site should not be allocated.

3.57 WE5 – refer previous comment under WB – land should be retained in 
employment allocation as potential to extend existing Sneckyeat Industrial 
Estate.

3.58 WE6 – Homewood Rd – this is understood to be at least in part the former 
municipal rubbish tip as evidenced by the subsidence in the Homewood 
Rd/Overend Rd link road constructed in the 1970s, adjacent.

3.59 WE7 Sekers Factory site – this site has an Outline Consent (04/10/2359) 
for housing including a residential care home. Last year there was 
discussions with engineering consultants about obtaining a satisfactory 
access and surface water drainage measures to support a new full 
planning application, at the time advice from Copeland Borough Council 
had been that it was such a major departure from the original outline 
layout a reserved matters application was insufficient).. Surface water 
drainage would require replacement of culvert beneath Main St and ‘within 
site’ attenuation if the site were to be developed.

3.60 WE8 Moresby Rd – support proposed retention of employment use rather 
than housing, particularly as Moresby Rd is part of the prospective Eastern 
Relief Road and adjacent sites are in employment use.

3.61 WE9 New Monkwray - given the eastern half of the former Fish Factory, 
opposite has now an extant consent for housing there is scope to allocate 
some of this land, however the lane would need upgrading to urban 
highway standards.

3.62 WE10 Egremont Rd – which is the A595(T). Whilst Highways England is 
responsible for this road, given the proximity of the Mirehouse Rd junction 
(currently the subject of major upgrading works) and road topography to 
the south, it is considered that it is unlikely a suitable junction arrangement 
would be economically viable. There would also be the need to extend 
urban highway infrastructure into open countryside.  As such given 
deliverability concerns, further consideration should be given to the 
deliverability of this site..
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WHITEHAVEN HIGHLANDS 

3.63 WH1 Harras Moor Stage3 – and adjoining site WH2 Red Lonning, are the 
major Whitehaven expansion sites in the 2006 Local Plan; the sites have 3 
potential local distributor road connections at Caldbeck Rd, Standings Rd 
and Highfields, However, Highfields should be avoided due to the traffic 
that currently uses Thornton Rd/Cross Lane and the impacts on the 
Springfield Ave/ A595(T) junction. It is likely that in order to accommodate 
the resulting traffic it will be necessary to alter the eastern end of Harras 
Moor Rd so Caldbeck Rd links onto the C4006/C4008.  This will utilise the 
current Harras Moor junction, with Harras Moor serving the sites as a 
Local Access road. Proposals consisting of 500+ houses would likely 
require improvements at the A595(T) Rectory Brow/Howgate roundabout 
as noted for site OS3 Hensingham Common. The sites drain via Midgey 
Ghyll to Castle Park and thence through a culvert to the north east corner 
of the Harbour, thus development of these sites would require significant 
on site attenuation measures.  In Highway and Transport terms these site 
are sequentially preferable to WH11,12,13,14,15 &16; and WN7,8,9,10 & 
11, as they are close to schools, can be served by existing/expanded local 
bus services and current infrastructure (having allowed for need to 
improvements to A595(T) connectivity at Parton/Howgate).

3.64 WH4 Standing Stones – agree with Copeland Borough Council’s 
assessment that access would need Site WH1 to be developed first. 
Similar comments apply as made for Sites WH1&2.

3.65 WH5  (south of) Laurel Bank – the access off Laurel Bank would only 
support minor development (up to 20 dwellings) so would require delivery 
of sites WH1 & WH4 as precursor.

3.66 WH6 Highfields – agree with retention as public greenspace as this area is 
used as set down/pick up point for Jericho Primary school which would 
become a competing issue/lead to exacerbation traffic problems in the 
Balmoral Rd area.

3.67 WH11 Harras Dyke Farm 2, WH13 Harras Dyke Farm4, WH14 Harras 
Dyke Farm 5, WWH15  Harras Dyke Farm6 & WH16 Harras Dyke Farm 7 
should all not be allocated as Harras Moor Rd is unsuitable for significant 
additional traffic.. WH13,14 & 15 would rely on WH16 upgrading the 
present farm track (a PROW) to a suitable access road standard. Site 
WH12 could be accessed off the improved portion of Harras Moor Rd but 
with the other sites is an incursion into open countryside. All these sites 
are high plateau and generally drain towards Loop Rd/New Rd so would 
require SW discharge attenuated to ‘greenfield run off’ rates and proving 
of downstream drainage regimes. WH12 is crossed by the O/H HV cable 
route and is bordered by the potential Eastern Relief Road, so should not 
be allocated for housing.
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WHITEHAVEN NORTH

3.68 WN1 Elizabeth Crescent/Bay Vista – whilst there are two potential points 
of access off Elizabeth Crescent, the adopted Highway does not extend to 
the site boundary this means the site is potentially ‘land locked’ if not in 
ownership of the promoter. In any event a cul-de-sac layout would limit 
total number of dwellings including existing to c.100. Surface water 
drainage would need to take account of current limitations of the Ordinary 
Watercourse that has flood events in Coronation Drive.  Any development 
will need to deal with overland exceedance flows into rear of extant 
properties on Elizabeth Crescent. However, as long as these issues are 
taken into account, there are no objections with the proposed housing 
allocation from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective.

3.69 WN2 & WN3 NE Bay Vista - the County Council has no objection to the 
allocation of both these sites as they could provide the potential (with WN7 
on the opposite side of Victoria Rd) to construct retention ponds on the 
watercourses before they enter the culverted section and thus remedy 
downstream exceedance flows in storm events. Both sites would require 
footways/lighting extending, there is a local bus (Moresby) service that 
uses Victoria Rd.

3.70 WN7 – adj: Rannerdale Drive  - there has been a recent outline application 
for this site, as noted in the previous paragraph if the site were to be 
developed, mitigation would need to be provided in relation to present 
downstream flood events, the recent application has access off the Quality 
Corner road with footways linking to Victoria Rd. 

3.71 WN8, 9, 10 & 11 – all these sites are well beyond the present settlement 
limits and thus remote from local facilities. Site WN8 has the benefit of a 
local bus service, though it would require the improvement of Victoria Rd 
to suitable urban standards. It could provide a means of access to Sites 
WN 1, 2 & 3.  WN9 would require access through site WN7 and/or WN10 
as it is considered unlikely that Highways England would approve direct 
access off the A595(T) at Parton mile, given current side road junction 
issues. WN11 adjoins WH15,14,13,12 and is bordered by the potential 
Eastern Relief Road.  The proposal that these sites are not allocated for 
housing, but be retained in agricultural use is supported from a highways, 
transport and flood risk perspective.

SANDWITH

3.72 VS1 Townhead – site on northern edge of village – this site would need to 
provide frontage of site to widen existing highway corridor.  The site is 
traversed by an Ordinary Watercourse, which is culverted south of the site 
and leads to flooding events downstream, but future development could 
provide land for suitable attenuation measures, though such land 
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requirements may reduce house numbers. Given these caveats, the 
County Council has no objection to the site being allocated.

CLEATOR MOOR & NORTH EAST COPELAND

3.73 Cleator Moor from a highways and transport perspective the County 
Council does not have infrastructure capacity issues within Cleator Moor 
and the area is well connected via the A5086 (which is an alternative to 
the A595) between Cockermouth and Egremont. Public transport is limited 
with local bus services connecting to main bus and rail services at 
Whitehaven. 

3.74 Just to the west of Cleator Moor is West Lakes Science and Technology 
Park – as noted elsewhere, direct linkage to the Cyclepath and C4003 
between Moor Row and Keekle could be of benefit to the area as well as 
reducing local traffic flows on the A595(T). 

3.75 TOS2 – Ehen & Keekle Valley Tourism Opportunity Site.  Both river 
valleys have their Flood Plains/Risk areas but to date there appears to 
have been little impact by this designation on infrastructure so no issues 
with the allocation being continued.

3.76 CMA Leconfield Industrial Estate (also CMB/Housing site CM26) – site 
CMA is the already extant site between the B5295 along its southern edge 
and old railway formations on its west, north and east, the latter being part 
of the National C2C Cyclepath network. The allocation is to enable 
redevelopment of redundant/void sites. CMB is an area to the north of the 
railway formation, much being in flood Zone 3a, but was zoned for 
employment use in the 2006 Plan. The Bowthorn Beck runs along the 
western edge and NorBeck between the two sites alongside the old 
railway, both are culverted south of their confluence and the Flood Zone 3 
status arises from previous flood events, which were due to inlet blockage 
and culvert capacity. Following interventions there is no longer regular 
flooding, but any development of the Site CMB would need to provide for 
(a) detention pond(s) and be supported by a Flood Risk Assessment and 
Drainage Statement. The sites benefit from a purpose built roundabout 
access off The B5295, which connect the A595 at Whitehaven with the 
A5086 at Cleator Moor. It is considered that even full development of 
these sites would be unlikely to cause significant highway infrastructure 
problems. Within the Assessment there is discussion of potentially 
diversifying the scope to include Leisure related Use (such as gyms) and 
removing site CMB from any development potential. Whilst raising no 
objection in principle to this (or indeed any other use that isn’t incompatible 
with existing industrial uses) further consideration would be required of 
any alternative use.
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3.77 CMC site at Market St. – (also Housing Site CM7) a site within the Town 
Square.  The County Council raises no issues with proposal to allocate as 
mixed use, although the site must provide parking in accordance with 
Standards commensurate with type and scale of use.

3.78 CM1 Mill Hill Phase 2 (& CM2), a housing development (Hopedene) is 
underway.  The consent given on 06/12/12, is for sites CM1 & CM2.

3.79 CM3 Birks Rd – it is understood that this site refers to land west of Cleator 
Moor Celtic AFC, which has a purpose built access off Heather Bank.  
However, this access would be unsuitable for 86 additional dwellings and 
would require a loop road back onto Birks Rd at the Cleator Moor Celtic 
access road, which is not adopted Highway. In order for the site to be 
allocated, the Promoter should demonstrate that they have ‘access rights’ 
off Birks Rd in order to demonstrate that the proposed use is deliverable.

3.80 CM4 Garage Site off Jacktrees Rd – this is currently maintained Green-
space between Jacktrees Rd and Earl St. ‘back-lane’ and has several 
‘garages’ on it, but these appear used for storage rather than parking.  The 
site has no significant issues.

3.81 CM5 former Ehenside Secondary School – the site is now cleared of 
buildings, however access off Ennerdale Rd is shared with Primary 
School, which remains in use.  Thus any redevelopment would need to be 
compatible with that continued use. 

3.82 CM6 Dentholme – a small infill site with no highways or flooding issues. 

3.83 CM7 – refer to CMC comments above

3.84 CM8 Methodist Chapel site Ennerdale Rd – currently has outline consent 
for 4 dwellings. No particular issues if used for residential institution but 
note that there are already parking issues on Ennerdale Rd between The 
Square and the A5086, so whatever eventual use, it must provide for 
commensurate levels of in curtilage parking.

3.85 CM10 former allotments off Crossfield Rd – these appear to be accessed 
off Crossfield Rd ‘back lane’ (which is a Private Street). The southern 
access is considered unsuitable for a large residential development. At the 
northern end access appears possible via St John’s Close or ‘Mossops 
access’.  However, this is private land and in the absence of the promoter 
being able to provide evidence that they have control over a suitable 
access corridor in order to demonstrate deliverability, the site should not 
be allocated. Any development would need to restrict Surface Water 
discharge to greenfield ‘run-off’ rates.

3.86 CM11 (land south of) Holden Place – subject to altering the priority of 
Melbreck Ave junction and providing compensatory car parking, the 
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County Council has no objection to extending Holden Place to provide 
access. Site would be best developed in conjunction with CM31 & 32 so 
as to provide link to Jacktrees Rd. Surface Water drainage would need to 
be restricted to ‘greenfield run off rate’.

3.87 CM12 Todholes Farm – land does not abut highway, but it may be 
possible to obtain access off Priory Drive/Craggs Rd/Todholes Rd 
roundabout via maintained Green-space which is under control of a third 
party.  The promoter should therefore provide evidence that a suitable 
access arrangement can be achieved.   If pedestrian access is available 
through Fellside Flats onto B5295 Ennerdale Rd the site becomes well 
located for local bus service, shops and Primary School.

3.88 CM13 – refer to sites CMA/CMB at start of section – should be retained as 
employment use.

3.89 CM14 Frizington Rd (A5085) (west) – this is an edge of town site and 
would require new access of A5086.

3.90 CM15 former St Columba Club - no issues with mixed use allocation, as 
proposed for adjacent Site CM7. 

3.91 CM16 adj. Job Centre, High St. - access to the site would need to be via 
upgraded access road to west and rear of Job Centre, frontage off B5295 
does not have adequate visibility.  The County Council has no issues from 
a highways or flooding perspective with mixed use allocation.

3.92 CM17 old Conservative Club High St – the County Council has no issues 
with the proposed allocation from a highways or flooding perspective.

3.93 CM18 Frizington Rd (A5085) (east) – an edge of town site, would require 
new access of A5086 and extension of urban infrastructure. 

3.94 CM19 Allotments James St – the County Council has no objection to 
retention of these allotments.

3.95 CM20 Ennerdale View  - Birks Rd is adopted but the access road is not 
and does not conform to the standards for more than 20 dwellings; also 
visibility to north is poor due to humped back rail bridge. Otherwise the site 
is well located to the adjacent cyclepath and closest of all larger sites to 
the town centre.  The site could be used to provide access to Site CM23 
and scale of development would then be such as to require a financial 
contribution to replace the railway bridge with more suitable 
cycle/pedestrian underpass, but this would require support of SUSTRANS. 
Surface water drainage is to Norbeck so would require a Flood Risk 
Assessment & Drainage Statement to support any application.
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3.96 CM21 Vale View – Assuming this is the land to the rear of Vale View 
Terrace and is accessed by a back lane between the substation and south 
end of the Terrace.  This is unsuitable for any intensification of use by 
virtue of visibility restrictions and width.  Unless the rail bridge is removed 
as per described for the previous site. Therefore the County Council 
concurs with not allocating the site.

3.97 CM22 land adj. to factory Birks Rd. – site is well beyond limit of urban 
infrastructure (footways/lighting ends at Vale View) and watercourse 
NorBeck runs through site.  Therefore the County Council agrees that the 
site should not be allocated for development.

3.98 CM23 land at Aldry (should be land at Aldby not Aldry) Place – whilst there 
is no access from Ennerdale Rd/Aldby Place, this site has the potential for 
vehicular access off Birks Rd (refer comments under Site CM20) and 
pedestrian/cycle access through the Leisure Facility (with its ‘MUGA all 
weather’ pitches indoor bowls etc:) onto Ennerdale Rd. The site is marshy 
in part and is the headwaters of NorBeck so any application would need to 
be supported by Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Statement.  However 
the County Council would not object to part of the site being allocated. The 
site is also bordered by the cyclepath on its northern edge, so is 
considered to have significant potential so should be re-assessed.

3.99 CM24 Rear of Crossings Close – this site was the subject of an outline 
application last year and is land surplus to the needs of St Columba’s RC 
church.  Whilst Crossing Close is unadopted it is understood that the RC 
Diocese have control over it.  Therefore any application needs to be 
supported by a Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Statement, as the 
culverted NorBeck runs through or adjacent to the site, but may have 
potential.

3.100 CM25 to the rear of Bowthorn Rd  - it assumed this is the former railway 
line, which is in a cutting and has NorBeck culverted through it. Whilst 
there appears to be access opposite Nos: 49/51 the Green-space is not 
part of the Highway.  If the promoter does not have control over this then 
the site is ‘land-locked’. Given works carried out at the head of the culvert, 
flooding is not the problem it once was, though as Norbeck is Main River 
the Environment Agencies maintenance corridor requirements would 
render the site undevelopable.  Therefore the County Council supports the 
site not being allocated.

3.101 CM26 Leconfield Ind. Est. Extension – refer to paragraph 3.77 in relation 
to CMA & CMB.  This site should not be allocated for housing, but retained 
for employment use.
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3.102 CM27 Whinney Hill (north) site is beyond settlement western boundary 
and remote from facilities.  Further work is required to establish if a 
suitable access could be created without major earthworks/loss of hedge.

3.103 CM28 Whinney Hill (north) (surely should be south) – it is considered this 
site is a difficult site topographically.  The County Council does not 
encourage further development along Galemire Lane, which is a single 
track country lane with no footways. Creation of a suitable access would 
involve major earthworks/loss of hedges.  Therefore it is the County 
Council’s view that the site should not be allocated.

3.104 CM29 adj Threaplands – a small site which is public open space – the 
County Council has no issues with the site being to retained as open 
space.

3.105 CM30 Land off Trumpet Rd – as with ‘edge of town’ sites CM14 & 18, 
development of this site would involve creation of new access off A5086 
but given existence of sequentially preferable sites, support proposal to 
not allocate.

3.106 CM31 & 32 Jacktrees north – refer to site CM11, delivery of all 3 of these 
sites (given the potential access issues with M20 & 23 - rail bridge 
removal) would provide the majority of the housing need for the town 
during the plan period. Through connection from the existing housing 
estates would provide network resilience and assist in reducing the 
severance impact of B5295 Ennerdale Rd on the town. Flood and surface 
water issues are minimal, as flows presumably discharge either west to 
River Keekle or south to Ehen at Cleator (known culverts beneath site 
CL12).

3.107 CM33 Mill Hill west – it is considered that the assessment relates to site 
CM34 on the plan rather than CM33 which is shown as proposed for 
allocation.  It is an extension of CM1 & 2, which are already under 
construction.  It is suggested that total number of properties served from a 
Minor Access Rd cul-de-sac layout should not exceed 100. Therefore the 
development of sites CM 33 & 34 would require another access road off 
the B5295, it is considered that that there is potential for development for 
holiday facilities/accommodation to service the Keekle Valley TOS2.

3.108 OC5 & OC 6 – these are sites to the east and west of the C4003 Moor 
Row – Keekle road, north of Galemire cross-roads which are shown as 
‘allocation not proposed’. The OC prefix does not appear anywhere else 
so it is assumed this is a misprint for OS – opportunity site. The C4003 is 
the southern end of the prospective Eastern Relief road, (though this 
would need to bypass Keekle and Padstow) and these sites may become 
appropriate from a highways and transport perspective if the Relief Road 
is built.
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CLEATOR 

3.109 It is understood that for the purpose of housing numbers, this settlement is 
included with Cleator Moor as its proximity mean they share the same 
local facilities and are joined by Jacktrees Rd, such that most of the 
Cleator sites are closer to Cleator Moor Square than sites on its western 
fringe.

3.110 Cl1 Flosh Meadows – this site is the subject of a live application and 
discussions are taking place in relation to roads and surface water 
drainage.  In relation to surface water drainage there is a major water 
course culverted through the site that appear to originate at Cleator Moor 
and discharges to the Ehen at Hilden Rd.  These also pass through Cl2 
and will be a constraint to layout and house density.  The County Council 
has no objection to allocation of this site. 

3.111 Cl2 Flosh Meadows Phase 2 although not proposed for allocation the 
existing portion of Flosh Meadows off the A5086 is a Minor Access Road 
suitable for c.100 properties only, including those already built and 
proposed under Site Cl1. Given the issues raised in relation to culverts 
and that Cl1 is unlikely to yield 36 dwellings, consideration could be given 
to a partial allocation of Cl2.

3.112 Cl3 Cleator Mills – this is understood to refer to the former Victorian Mill 
buildings, which along with Sites Cl4 & Cl5 forms part of the former Kangol 
Employment site. There were detailed discussions between a Developer, 
their agents, Copeland Borough Council, Cumbria County Council and the 
Environment Agency last year. The historic part of the Mill buildings are 
being reconstructed as apartments; site Cl4 for Housing and Cl5 for 
employment.  As both these developments have planning permission it is 
considered that they so not need to be allocated.  The County Council 
support these developments as not only do they bring a derelict site back 
into use, but provides for future maintenance for the River Ehen flood 
defences, without which, Cleator would suffer regular flood events.

3.113 CL6 Ehen Bank – a small site west of Millers Way with no highway 
access; likely developable for a dwelling, with shared private access but 
too small for allocation.

3.114 Cl7 Adj. Ennerdale House Hotel, as noted this site would require the 
demolition of disused outbuilding to the Hotel to provide visibility for an 
access. The large culverted watercourse referred to above (Cl1&2) also 
runs through the site and be would be a significant constraint and/or cost.  
Thus the site is in all potentially ‘undeliverable’.
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3.115 Cl8 Croft Terrace – another small infill site, existing access off A5086 
would only be suitable for 1-2 dwellings, the County Council has no 
objections with a minor development.

3.116 CL9 – site is in Flood Zone 3a and the access is on the inside of bend at 
Kiln Brow/Hilden Rd junction.  Any development would require visibility 
splays forming over adjacent house gardens. Unless both 3rd parties 
could be persuaded to allow this, a satisfactory means of access is not 
obtainable, so concur with proposal not to allocate.

3.117 Cl10 off Main St. – concur loss of parking use for Main St.(A5086) houses 
could cause significant problem, though such use may be unofficial, so 
support proposal not to allocate.  The preference would be for present 
usage to be formally established through allocation.

3.118 Cl11 Cleator Gate is a large site between Jacktrees Rd and Church St and 
the River Keekle and has its flood plain along the western boundary.  The 
County Council note and support proposal not to allocate full site but to 
allocate two small elements within it Cl11a, is a site is on the north side of 
Church St. which is unadopted by this point, but is a PROW and also 
forms the access to the sewerage works. There are no significant issues 
as long as the road is upgraded to an adoptable standard. Likewise Cl11b 
– off Jacktrees Rd. no issues with this site if properties have ‘in curtilage 
parking and turning’ commensurate with standards; accesses must be 
paired and boundary wall lowered to provide visibility splays.

3.119 Cl12 this is a large site on the eastern side of Jacktrees Rd, which if it and 
CM31, 32&35 are developed would link the two settlements. As already 
noted site CM35 and the majority of Cl12 is proposed to become protected 
urban green-space – no issues with this proposal. However obtaining a 
satisfactory access to Jacktrees Rd for the southern portion proposed for 
allocation will require the present hedge removing and also the extension 
of urbanisation of a rural road. Thus the area proposed for allocation 
should be reduced further so as to be serviced from Flosh Meadows (refer 
site Cl1), with an overall housing number of c.100.

ARLECDON & ROWRAH

3.120 Ar1 Garage site Arlecdon Rd – no issues with proposed allocation; whilst 
noting Site Ar2 is the field to the east is not being proposed for allocation; 
Site Ar1 provides the only means of access to it. Given problems with 
other sites, dependant on local demand for housing, allocating Ar2, with 
access preserved through Ar1 would appear the only way for delivery.

3.121 Ar3 Arelcdon Praks Rd (A5086) this site is marshy and has the Ellergill 
watercourse through it. Unless control for visibility splays can be obtained 
over the field to the west with hedge/building removal or relocation, a 
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satisfactory access off the A5086 is achievable, so site should not be 
allocated.

3.122 Ar4 – adj. Sun Inn – the County Council has no objection to this allocation 
if footway extended from present end point at Sun Inn.

3.123 Ar5 – Barwise Row – it is assumed to be part garden of house opposite 
Adams Hall.  Given that any development would need to provide in 
curtilage parking and turning, given position of present house it would 
appear development would only be suitable for 1 dwelling not 3.

3.124 Ar6 – Arlecdon House – access off Arlecdon Rd is only suitable as a 
Private Shared Driveway for up to 5 dwellings.

3.125 Ar7 – Parks Rd (A5086) – would need to take access off Station Rd which 
is not adopted.  It is assumed this can be secured and road upgraded to 
shared access way standard, with final 20m off A5086 6m width with 6m 
radii; site would not be developable. Therefore, it is considered that this 
site should not be allocated unless the promoter can demonstrate this is 
achievable.

3.126 Ar8 – the current field access off the A5086 and through the railway bridge 
is unsuitable for uses other than field access.  The site has a watercourse 
running through it and is known to flood, therefore the County Council 
supports proposal not to allocate.

3.127 Ro1 Rowrah Goods Yard Site – this is the former railway interchange 
sidings with no road access.  This site can only be developed if Rowrah 
Hall Rd, which is unadopted but a PROW, is upgraded as detailed for site 
Ar7 and requires removal of former railway bridge and earthworks as site 
significantly lower than A5086.  This site would also require a pedestrian 
path leading to where bus stops are, east of the bend, as although junction 
position suitable for vehicular access, is not so for pedestrian crossing 
movements. 

3.128 Ro2 Rowrah Hall Garage the road to the site is unadopted, the site is 
small and so should not be allocated but treated as a ‘windfall site’..

3.129 Ro5 land adj. Chapel Row – site not on plan but presumed to be industrial 
building and yard behind the houses on the A5086, which has access off 
the Asby Rd.  There is no pedestrian access to the A5086, 39 dwellings 
would require footway and lighting to meet with the existing provision at 
The Stork Inn.

FRIZINGTON 
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3.130 FrA – Rural Workshops (also put forward as housing Fr12) – has all 
infrastructure provided for business/industrial use, with such uses already 
on site.  

3.131 Fr1 Lingley Fields extension – the site has watercourse Lingley Beck 
running through it and appears marshy, but subject to any application 
being supported by Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Statement, the 
site is considered to be deliverable and other than crossing of 
watercourse, site has access in place, therefore the County Council has 
support allocation.

3.132 Fr2 adj. Lindisfarne Home, Mill St. – sidelong ground with storm water 
exceedance flows that would require any application to be supported by 
Flood Risk Assessment & DrainS. Access off Mill St. is where there is a 
Community Garden on the verge, which will require relocation. Access 
may well exceed DDA Design Standards for gradients. Alternative would 
appear to be via Greenvale Court (unadopted) and Griffin Close.

3.133 Fr3 opp. 187 Frizington Rd – it is assumed access would be taken off 
Yeathouse Quarry Road as direct access off A5086 not allowed. 
Watercourse within site so Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Statement 
required to support application, otherwise the County Council has no 
objection to the allocation of this site. 

3.134 Fr4 Avondale, site on plan as FR4 is off Parks Rd, which is a private road. 
Any development would be required to improve it to adoptable standard 
back to the A5086, otherwise the County Council has no objection with the 
allocation of this site, which is has a previous consent 04/07/2732 for 2 
dwellings.

3.135 Fr5 adj. Mid-town Farm – this site would require footway and lighting 
extending along frontage and new access off A5086, otherwise no issues 
with allocation of this site.

3.136 Fr14 Lingla Bank – site understood that this site has been fully built out, 
therefore the site should not be allocated.

3.137 Fr15 Lonsdale Farm – the access off Main St adjacent to the Primary 
School is a Public Footpath and also the Playing Field access road. To 
upgrade this would require the alteration of the adjacent school access 
and compensatory parking providing for the school. The Local Member 
advises that there is local support for this site to be brought forwards and a 
will from the school and Parish Council to work towards obtaining a 
suitable access. As noted in the site assessment, the site is suitable for 
allocation if the access issue can be resolved.

3.138 There are 5 sites on the plan with OC prefixes (10,11,12, 18&19) that do 
not appear in the supporting assessments. As these are not proposed for 
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allocation no further comment is made, but should not be taken as an 
indication the County Council would have no objection to any changed 
usage.

ENNERDALE BRIDGE & KIRKLAND 

3.139 Ki1 – Thistlegill Quarry – the former quarry access road would need 
upgrading to adoptable standard and junction visibility improving by 
moving carriageway to north and extending 30 speed restriction. 
Otherwise the County Council has no issues with site being allocated. 

3.140 En1 extension to Vicarage Lane – the site has overland flow flood issues 
which development could ameliorate.  A purpose built access exists on 
Vicarage Lane, site known to have previous refusal, however from 
Highways & Transport viewpoint the County Council has not objection to 
the site being allocated. 

HOWGATE & DISTINGTON 

3.141 DiA Central Garage, DiB to the rear of Central Garage and DiC Furnance 
Row. Whilst a car sales business has operated from here for many years 
and  used to be an aggregate/concrete plant on the former railway station 
site (prospective housing site Di12) to the south.  There are houses 
fronting the B5306 and any development of these sites for employment 
use should include a buffer strip to the rear that could usefully provide for 
car parking and open space, both for the houses and new development. 
From an infrastructure perspective given the access available off the 
A595(T) roundabout adjacent, contamination issues due to past uses and 
need to attenuate surface water flows to Distington Beck, employment use 
is preferred. The sites benefit from the main bus services in the area 
passing through the roundabout and the land is on the southern fringe of 
the Lillyhall Regional Employment site. Thus in supporting the allocation of 
Sites DiA, B & C to employment the Highway Authority would not support 
allocation of Di12 to housing as site DiB will likely need to access through 
it. It should also be noted that DiC is currently 3 grazing fields and Furnace 
Row is a Private Street, thus unless developed from an access via site 
DiA, would require Furnace Lane upgrading to industrial access standard.

3.142 Di1 Hinings Farm – commencement has been made on site with drains 
and part of the estate road constructed. The site is well related to local 
facilities, being in the centre of the village.  It is recommend that this site 
remains allocated as there are no significant infrastructure 
obstacles/problems with the other sites.

3.143 Di2 Ennerdale View is not a particularly attractive site, it is sidelong ground 
bordering and overlooking a cluster of industrial buildings on the eastern 
side. The need to widen the Highway corridor is potentially a further dis-
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incentive.  However, this site is essential to provide access for Site Di4 
and it is more likely to be developed in conjunction with it. Other than need 
to widen Ennerdale View/provide compensatory parking for existing 
terraced housing, no significant infrastructure impediments. Site is 
adjacent to West Cumbria Cyclepath network and bus services.  It is 
suggested that further consideration is given to allocating the site for 
mixed use – see Di4.

3.144 Di3 Kilnside – all the infrastructure is in place for redevelopment,  it is 
considered that the.likely best option would be new estate road off Main St 
like The Chestnuts, through the derelict garage site, but would need 
significant earthworks due to difference in levels.  The County Council has 
no objection to site being allocated.

3.145 Di4 Land off Ennerdale Rd (should read View). This is the former West 
junction on the railway (now the Cyclepath in part) but was extensively 
remediated, remodelled and used for a site compound during the 
construction of the Parton – Lillyhall by-pass 10 years ago. The former 
A595, now B5306, runs along the eastern edge but is in a cutting, the new 
A595(T) runs along it’s northern boundary on a fairly steep gradient 
approaching the Toll Bar/Lillyhall south roundabout, therefore traffic noise 
is an issue. As noted under Di2, access would need to be via this site and 
require Ennerdale View upgrading. 

3.146 Di5 Barfs Rd – as noted above, for the major part an amalgam of yards 
and buildings with several small businesses involved with vehicles, 
coal/fuel distribution and a detached house and garden.  It is considered 
that leaving in current uses is likely the best option as any meaningful re-
development would require all businesses to be relocated or cease 
trading.

3.147 Di6 Chapel St – this site can only be developed if Site Di1 is also 
developed and provides vehicular access off Hinings Rd. Chapel St is 
narrow with a poor junction onto Mains St, so can only provide pedestrian 
access. Site Di10 adjoins to the north but again present access from 
Church St is unsuitable for development. If site Di1 is not allocated, Di6 & 
10 cannot be.

3.148 Di7 which is to the rear of Old School – this site is now ‘built out’ as part of 
the Old School re-development, so should not be allocated..

3.149 Di10. – access to the site would need to be via Sites Di1 & Di6.

3.150 Di11 Castle View (Common End) there is understood to be a nursery on 
eastern side of B5306 at Hayes Castle, this is not shown on the plan. 
Flood events have occured down Hayes Castle Rd (unadopted but 
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PROW) therefore any development would need to address these impacts. 
Concur from sssessment should be a ‘windfall site’ and not allocated.

3.151 Di12 former concrete depot/railway station & east junction - as noted 
under Sites DiA & DiB it is considered that the site would likely be better 
allocated for employment uses.  The station access road off B5306 would 
require significant remodelling to be suitable as housing estate road due to 
difference in levels.  It is recommended that the sites should not be 
allocated for housing unless surrounding sites are.

LOWCA 

3.152 Lo3 Land east of Stamford Hill Ave – there is no adopted Highway access 
to this site, but the road/cyclepath to the nurseries from Solway Rd/East 
Rd is a PROW. This road or Stamford Hill Rd would need to be upgraded 
to Minor Access Road standard if site were to be developed which may be 
la disincentive to the site promoter, therefore this site requires further 
consideration prior to allocation.

3.153 TOS4 – this is the former Micklam Brick & tile works and associated clay 
pits and has an extant consent from 2006.  The access for this proposal 
off the C4001 has been constructed. The site is remote from urban 
infrastructure (though there was a notion of connecting it to Lowca playing 
field/Rugby Club and thus village centre, via the old railway formation 
c900m away).  The County Council from a highways and transport 
perspective has not raised objection to construction to support transitory 
accommodation for NuGen, becoming a tourist park afterwards.

PARTON 

3.154 Pa1 Parton Brows – the topography of this site (cliff faces) would appear 
to preclude development. Parton suffers from overland surcharge flow 
flooding and any development would need to take account of this. It is 
therefore the Highway Authority’s view that his site should not be 
allocated.

3.155 Pa3 Whites Row – although west side of site, adjacent railway, is in Flood 
Zone 3, eastern side adjacent Bank Yard Lane, is much higher and has 
been recent housing development on opposite side of road.  It is 
considered that this site can be allocated on proviso dwellings are built out 
of flood range. PROW and car park adjacent the railway must be 
incorporated into any development as retained features and a footway 
would be needed along Bank Yard Lane.

3.156 PA4 Brewery Brow Playground – the County Council is unable to see how 
a suitable vehicular access could be obtained off Brewery Brow the site 
appears landlocked other than pedestrian access. It is therefore the 
Highway Authority’s view that his site should not be allocated. 
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HOWGATE 

NS8 & 9 - these sites do not appear on a plan but have site assessments 
in the supporting documents they are located on the NW side of the 
B5306, leading up to the A595(T) that were bisected by the By-pass. The 
site is serviced by bus Services 30 & 300 (and other) serve Howgate and it 
lies close to the Lillyhall regional employment and tertiary education site.  
The Highway Authority has no objection to the site being allocated for a 
small scale rural infill.

MORESBY

3.157 SES2 (MpA on plan) Whitehaven Commercial Park – infrastructure is in 
place and the site acceptable. The traffic impact will need to be tested and 
some improvements to the localised network could be needed.

3.158 Mp1 High Moor Rd, Mp2&3 Walkmill Close and Mp5 Dent Rd – whilst the 
County Council have no objection to these sites it should be noted that  
there  are currently no or very limited ‘in curtilage parking’ provided.  The 
carriageways are relatively narrow, thus any new development must 
provide parking commensurate with the Parking Standards. The site will 
be required to provide land for footway/lighting provision along the site 
frontages. Site MP5 should be developed with a loop road linking Dent Rd 
to High Moor Rd this will overcome the extant substandard turning 
facilities. It is understood that Surface Water drainage goes to the stream 
alongside the old railway to the south of the site, which in turn flows into 
the River Keekle.  Site Mp2 would likely have to provide land for (or 
include land on its South West boundary) for a detention pond and 
condition of existing culverts would need to be proven/repairs undertake 
as deemed necessary. Otherwise the County Council from a highway, 
transport and flood risk perspective has no objection to the allocation of 
these sites.

3.159 Mp3 Bonny Farm High Ghyll Bank – no objection to this site as long as the 
development provides for the renewal of the known defective drain within 
the old railway formation along its western boundary (and preserves a 
maintenance corridor), which becomes an open watercourse at the north 
east corner of the adjacent school field. It is presumed access will be off 
School Brow.  The County Council has no other concerns if this site is 
allocated.

3.160 Mp6 Round Close Farm – pre application discussions have taken place in 
relation to this site.  It has been demonstrated that with appropriate 
earthworks a suitable Shared Access Way junction can be obtained off 
Moresby Parks Rd just south of the rail bridge and thus allow up to 20 
dwellings.  The County Council has no objection for up to the allocation of 
20 dwellings and not the entire larger site. There is a culverted 
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watercourse along the old railway formation and a maintenance corridor 
will need to be preserved. Surface Water flooding occurs in the Parkfields 
estate to the north, thus the condition of the culvert and any necessary 
repairs would be required as a precursor to development, otherwise the 
County Council has no issues with this site being allocated.

3.161 Mp7 School Brow – it is assumed access will be off School Brow, site well 
located for access off C4008.  A site of this size would likely to require to 
contribute to local bus service improvements and with others in the North 
Eastern area of Whitehaven for improvements at A595(T) junctions at 
Parton/Howgate. Currently there are issues with surface water 
exceedance flows out of field track at South Eastern corner of site.  
Surface Water drainage would need to be to watercourse at North Eastern 
corner of school field, as noted for Site Mp3, and should also include 
suitable attenuation measures (stream runs through Low Moresby and 
Howgate to join Lowca Beck, which discharges to sea at Parton).  Any 
application would need to be supported by Flood Risk Assessment and 
Drainage Statement.

3.162 Mp8 – a suitable means of Highway access is not obvious, until is 
demonstrated that an access is achievable the Highway Authority is of the 
view that that this site should not be allocated.

3.163 OC13 – this is a narrow site east of the C4008 at Scilly Banks, which is 
named in the supporting assessment as NS13 Former Opencast. Access 
would need to be off Round Oak Park.  The County Council has no 
particular issue from a highway, transport and flood risk perspective if 
there were there to be more housing developed here, with possibly some 
minor use of the larger Mp6 site. However given the intention to develop 
the C4008 as the Eastern Relief Road, further development close to it 
should be discouraged, the Highway Authority therefore would object to 
this allocation.

3.164 VS6 & VS7 fields at Low Moresby – it is considered that these sites should 
not be allocated as existing access track (a PROW) has a substandard 
junction off the U4009 and is incapable of improvement to adoptable 
standard.

3.165 VS8 appears to be the frontage of the filed west of the railway formation 
there are no urban facilities and the sub-standard nature of the U4009 is 
the subject of regular complaints from residents. Any further significant 
development should provide for upgrading, such that it could be 
practicable to route the Lowca and Moresby bus service along it, to serve 
the area.

EGREMONT & WEST COPELAND 
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3.166 Egremont has two principal areas of concern, fluvial and overland flow 
flooding in areas to the west of the Town Centre and Highway capacity 
limitations at the south end of Market Place and Bookwell areas. Careful 
selection and programmed delivery of sites could do much to assist both 
these issues, though in the latter case it is largely a decision not to 
allocate large sites beyond current south-western settlement boundary, as 
the existing highway corridor has been taken as unchangeable (i.e. no 
demolition of existing buildings), thereby precluding traffic capacity 
improvements. Dependant on the levels of development serviced by 
Smithfield Rd, a link road from Smithfield Rd/Howbank Rd to North Rd 
(through the Garage) would become necessary.  Consideration should be 
given to establishing development contributions for storm water controls, 
over several sites on the western side of the town and concentrating 
expansion here rather than the south-western fringe.

3.167 EGA Bridge End Industrial Estate extension – the existing junction onto 
the former A595 is just off the St Thomas Cross roundabout and 
constrains any development that leads to significant additional traffic, 
particularly at period of heavy traffic flows on the roundabout. However, if 
this site and proposed housing site E12, which is on the opposite side of 
Southend Road, were developed in conjunction, it would be possible to 
create junctions for both with right turn lanes, albeit with considerable 
earthworks within site EG12. There are no immediate flood issues with this 
site as it is on high ground   The development would however need to be 
supported by an overall Drainage Strategy so as not to discharge surface 
water by over/underground flows onto existing development on lower 
ground to the west.

3.168 EGB Chapel Street – (this land is also proposed for housing allocation 
sites EG17 (which is the current Chapel St. Car Park & EG 19). This area 
is centrally located and is currently generally in employment use or forms 
the main car park for the town centre.  No objection to allocation as mixed 
use. Whilst within Flood Zone 2 this area has not flooded in living memory 
and there is a potential flood alleviation scheme along Skirting Beck that 
runs to the west of Main St that may gain approval during 2015.

3.169 EG1  Gillfoot Mansion – the present access off the A595/A5086 Clints 
roundabout is not suitable to serve major development (considered 
suitable for up to 20 dwellings including existing) and as noted there are 
surface water flooding issues to address, which this site could assist in 
resolving. The key to developing this site would be to develop in 
conjunction with Site EG3, with access being provided from Smithfield Rd. 
On this basis the site is not suitable for allocation (if access off A595 is to 
remain it should not be allocated but brought forward as a ‘windfall’).

3.170 EG2 Orgill Junior School Site – development of this site can only take 
place if flood alleviation measures are undertaken on Skirting Beck (which 
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is part culverted through this site) and its upstream catchment.  Therefore 
sites EG3,1 & 8 would need to be developed and include upstream 
mitigation measures. Or alternatively the site is developed to include 
opening up Skirting Beck and forming landscaped detention ponds as an 
integral part of the development. There are no highway/traffic reasons to 
preclude allocation of this site.

3.171 EG3 Howbank Farm A – As already noted if there is to be any 
development to the west / north west of the town, this is the crucial site 
both for access and flood alleviation so should be allocated.

3.172 EG4 Howbank Farm B – no objection to allocation of this site but it lies to 
the west of the mineral railway embankment which falls towards the 
Skirting Beck Catchment. For this site to be developed Site EG3 is a pre-
requisite. At its western end there are PROWs running through the site, 
but these could be incorporated and provide pedestrian/cycle connectivity 
to the Orgill estate.

3.173 EG5 Howbank Farm C – The preferred Highway connection point would 
be to Southey Avenue/Baybarrow Rd, if the public greenspace and 
Wang’s Beck land between the site and the highway is not under the 
promoters control, the site should not be allocated. As the site falls 
towards Wangs Beck, which contributes to Egremont flood issues, the 
development would need to provide for detention measures along the 
beck. Assuming these issues can be satisfactorily addressed, the site is 
well located to existing facilities.  It will however add to traffic in St 
Bridget’s Lane/BookwellEG6 Howbank Farm D. The development of this 
site would rely on delivery of Sites EG3 & EG7. The Highway Authority 
would object to this allocation. A similar approach applies to much of Sites 
EG7 & 8 – this scale of development off Smithfield Rd., would be the 
trigger for a new link to North Rd. However there would be benefits in 
allocating the south eastern corners of these sites, into an expanded Site 
EG3 so land is available to provide flood alleviation measures on Skirting 
Beck.

3.174 EG9  Ashlea Rd. – Public Green-space west of Orgill – the County Council 
has no concerns with this site being allocated, as long as access is off 
Ashlea Rd and pedestrian connectivity only to The Willows.

3.175 EG10  Farthest North – whilst allocated in the 2006 LP the site lies to the 
north of the town alongside the A5086 and would require the extension of 
urban infrastructure including a further extension of the 30 mph speed 
limit,it is considered that further consideration is required if this site is to be 
allocated..
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3.176 EG 11Toll Bar House – whilst a matter for Highways England it is 
considered given the proximity to the A595/A5086 Clints Roundabout, that 
access would be difficult to achieve, so should not be allocated.

3.177 EG12 St Thomas Cross – see comments in relation to Site EGA, access 
to this site needs to be off South End Rd and will require significant 
earthworks.  However given Site EGA also needs an improved access, for 
any significant additional traffic, this could ‘share the costs’. The site is well 
located and pedestrian/cycle access via Little Mill (a Bridleway) makes the 
entire site within reasonable distance from the town centre.

3.178 EG13 Brisco Mount – site is narrow side-sloping ground, Brisco Mount 
would need to be improved/have parking provided for existing houses, but 
other than this the site is appropriate for allocation.

3.179 EG14 Chapel St Car Park and EG 16 Former Council Depot - need to 
retain sufficient car parking for town centre needs as well as for any 
additional development.

3.180 EG15 High Mill - part of Site in Flood Zone 3, also access via Wyndham 
Place/Terrace substandard for any significant additional development, 
therefore the County Council supports the site not being allocated.

3.181 EG18 Wyndham Terrace - as noted for Site EG15 flood and access issues 
rule out any significant development, so support proposal to not allocate.

3.182 EG19 Bridge End Allotments - support proposal to not allocate.

3.183 EG20 Sandholes East – no objection to the proposal to allocate, purpose 
built access already provided off Fell View Place.

3.184 EG21 Sandholes West – Wangs Beck runs through this site and some 
land needed for flood plain. Current farm access off Grove Rd unsuitable 
for any further development, however a new access could be created 
further west along Grove Rd but would have significant impacts on 
Bookwell/Market Place ‘pinch points’; therefore support proposal to not 
allocate.

3.185 EG22 Egremont South – Wangs Beck runs along northern edge and 
maintenance corridor would be required.  The site is in the North Eastern 
corner in the River Ehen Flood plain but landscaped corridors could be 
left. Access would need to be off Uldale View and would likely need to be 
a mini-roundabout at its divergence with Queens Drive.  It is considered 
that 700 dwellings would pose major issues at Bookwell and Market Place 
South St.

3.186 On basis of Sites EG22(part) & 20 being allocated, Sites EG23,24,25 & 30 
should not be allocated.
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3.187 EG26 & 31 Sites off A5086 Woodend - support proposal to not allocate.

3.188 EG27, 28 & 31 – no issues from a highways, transport and flood risk 
perspective with these small infill sites.

ST BEES

3.189 The road network within the village has obvious limitations that are 
incapable of improvement, therefore the principle of infill windfall sites only 
is supported. It has flood issues due to ground topography, which also 
makes fully DDA/Lifetime Homes accessible sites unlikely.

3.190 Sb1 – is to the rear of Manx Horizon - lane down side of Oddfellows Arms 
unsuitable for accessing site and only means of access, so support 
proposal not to allocate.

3.191 Sb2 & 3 – Abbey Rd 2 is currently under construction and has included an 
access road (Private) that leads to Site 3, therefore it is acceptable for up 
to 5 dwellings. Access would need to be improved to Shared Access 
Way/adoptable standard for more. It is considered Site Sb2 should not be 
allocated and Sb3 should be.

3.192 Sb4 – Nethertown Rd – Nethertown Rd and Sea Mills Lane are single 
track roads unsuitable for this scale of development given slope towards 
railway.  It is considered it would be difficult to obtain a satisfactory access 
and improve either road, so support proposal to not allocate.

3.193 Sb5 - Seacote Car Park – given existing parking issues, the loss of this 
facility would have implications for congestion and road safety, so support 
proposal to not allocate.

3.194 Sb6 – Stonehouse Farm - there does not appear to be a satisfactory 
access to this site (the Station Car Park isn’t adopted), so support 
proposal to not allocate. 

3.195 Sb7 r/o Albert Hotel – Lonsdale Terrace would support development for 
two additional dwellings so support proposal to not allocate.

3.196 Sb8 – Abbot’s Court Field – site has been the subject of pre application 
discussions.  The site does not have direct access to Highway  In the 
absence of a suitable access off the Highway, the site is undevelopable. 
Additionally, existing properties on Beach Rd/Abbots Rd suffer from 
overland flow flooding any development would need to intercept this and 
convey to sea in new Surface Water outfall, also through 3rd party land.

3.197 Sb9 South of Fairladies – the existing Fairladies development suffers 
surface flows and this site will as well.  Therefore suitable intervention 
mechanisms would be needed. Surface Water drainage along B5245 has 
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capacity issues. Given site topography (level above B5245) difficult to see 
how a satisfactory access could be formed.  Subject to this proving a 
suitable means of access is achievable the larger site could be allocated.

MOOR ROW 

3.198 It should be noted that although the local bus service is poor, the 
Stagecoach Service 30 passes along the A595 and the entire village is 
within 1km of its stops (with lay-bys and shelters).  It is also connected to 
Whitehaven and Cleator Moor by the Cycle path and is close to West 
Lakes Science & Technology Park (SES1), though this would be more 
accessible were a link created on the eastern edge of the Park. The 
junction off the A595 has restricted visibility to the north and no right turn 
lane, it is also considered a bad crossing for pedestrians crossing from/to 
the bus stop on the west side of the road and any significant additional 
housing provision should provide for improvements at this junction. The 
comments below assume there would be a CIL or S106 contributions to 
fund required improvements. Without improvement to this junction, it is 
considered only the Station Yard Site should be allocated.

3.199 SES1 West Lakes Science & Technology Park – confirm support 
continued employment allocation and potential to expand to south, refer 
Sites Mr 9 & 10. Should this occur direct access from Cyclepath and off 
C4003 (Moor Row – Keekle) road are desirable requirements

3.200 Mr1 – Station Yard – current vehicular access has substandard visibility 
over railway over-bridge, though removal of parapet wall and substitution 
of railings could remedy this. Pedestrian access would need to be formed 
by improving cycle track access from Dalzell St, otherwise the County 
Council has no objection to this site being allocated. The site could benefit 
by also allocating Site MR6 to the north that would need to take access 
through site Mr1 and possibly Site Mr13 to the south if SUSTRANS were 
willing to allow a vehicular access road to cross the Cyclepath – otherwise 
there is no suitable means of access to site Mr13. However such 
expansion would trigger the need to contribute to the A595(T) junction 
being improved.

3.201 Mr2 – is to the rear of Clarack House and Mr3 is to the rear of the Social 
Club and lie between Scalegill Rd and the Cyclepath and are bisected by 
an Ordinary Watercourse and the access path leading to the cycle path. 
They should be jointly developed with a single access off Scalegill Rd.  
The County Council has no objection to the allocation of these sites for 
housing (Mr2 appears to be ‘landlocked’ without access via Mr3) only if the 
A595(T) junction is improved.

3.202 Mr4 – Hollins Farm – confirm current field access unsuitable for housing 
development, so support proposal to not allocate.
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3.203 Mr5 – south side of Scalegill Rd – no highways/flood issues with this site - 
plenty of frontage to create access suitably segregated from both 
Penzance St and the prospective access to sites Mr2 & 3. However could 
not be developed unless A595 junction is improved.

3.204 Mr6 – north of Station Yard – refer site Mr1, which is a prerequisite for 
access.

3.205 Mr8 – allotments which are to the rear of Penzance St. – as the allotments 
are protected Greenspace this site should arguably be named west of 
Dalzell St, off which access would need to be taken near the railway 
bridge.  Modifications are needed to enable visibility for the access to sites 
MR1, 6 & possibly 13.  If this site is allocated it should be tied into a 
masterplan for all four relevant sites, this would distribute the costs of off-
site highways improvements over more dwellings and become 
economically viable.

3.206 Mr9, 10 & 11 lands at Scalegill Hall farm – concur that these should 
remain allocated for strategic employment use (expansion of West Lakes 
Science Park) serviced from its internal road network. Site MR11 could 
provide access from the Cyclepath into Westlakes, making shorter links 
form Moor Row, Cleator Moor and places to the east.

3.207 Mr12 site bounded by A595, cyclepath and Scalegill Rd – the site is very 
close to A595 and bus service 30 (not over 800m as stated); access could 
be formed off Scalegill Rd.  There are no particular highways/flood issues 
to prevent allocation of this site.

3.208 Mr13 is to the rear of Blind Lane (refer to comments made on Sites Mr1, 2 
& 8) – if accessed via site Mr1 the site is developable, otherwise there is 
no suitable means of access.

BIGRIGG

3.209 Bi1 – Adjoining Smithy Cottage – the site is accessed via current gates off 
Downfield Lane (Highway extends to gates) and is restricted to 5 
dwellings, the County Council has no objection to the site being allocated.

3.210 Bi2 – land north of Bank End View – it is considered that Highways 
England are unlikely to allow another access off A595 in such close 
proximity to Bankend Gardens and Downfield Lane/Jubilee View junctions. 
If access is obtainable from bend in Bankend View this site and possibly 
part Bi3 could deliver local needs housing. However as these sites drain to 
Linethwaite Beck, which is a source of flooding in St Bees, Surface Water 
drainage would need attenuating to lower than ‘greenfield run off’.

3.211 Bi3 – Western extension of Jubilee Gardens - (refer also previous site 
comments that also apply to this site), presumably this would take access 
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from Jubilee Gardens.  However  the adopted road does not run to the site 
boundary, therefore there is land presumably still in 3rd party ownership 
which could preclude development.

THORNHILL

3.212 Th1 – South Thornhill - presumably the intention would be to access this 
site from Wodrow Rd.  However the limit of the adopted road does not 
extend to the site boundary. There is now significant congestion due to 
parked cars and Wodrow Rd is effectively the end of a long cul-de-sac. If 
there is a serious likelihood of building 230 dwellings then the existing 
road network cannot cater alone, it is suggested that an additional point of 
access be created onto the B5345 Cop Lane, with improvements of that 
road to Minor Access Road standard, back to the A595 at ‘Iron Bridge 
junction’. This would involve significant earthworks to cross the old railway 
line, which may not be under the control of the applicant. Before this site is 
allocated, it must be demonstrated that there is (a) suitable point(s) of 
access.

3.213 Th2 Thorntrees Drive - support proposal to not allocate.

BECKERMET

3.214 Be1 – Mill Lane – although noted as being Flood Zone 3 the County 
Council have no reports of this area flooding, though there are surface 
water exceedance flows down Morass Rd and in Millfields (housing 
development to the east) due to lack of maintenance to the watercourse 
along the eastern side of this development and particularly through the 
field south of Mill Lane. Subject to appropriate flood defence measures 
(Application supported by Flood Risk Assessment / Drainage Statement) 
this is likely the easiest of the village sites in terms of deliverability.

3.215 Be2 & Be4 Crofthouse Farm – these sites are at the edge of the village, 
there are flooding issues at this location and to properties in Kirkbeck 
Drive. It is understood there are collapsed stone cundy’s beneath the 
‘modern farm buildings’ which presumably re-development would provide 
the opportunity to remedy. Given Sellafield Rd. was improved to this point 
some years ago, the County Council has no objection to proposed housing 
allocation from a highways, transport and flood risk perspective.

3.216 Be3 – Hunter Rise and Be5 Barwickstead – Be3 would need to take 
access off Hunter Rise and/or Fleming Way; Be5 is undevelopable unless 
accessed through Be3. Given they located above the level of Morass Rd, 
which currently suffers from overland exceedance flows, any application 
would need to be supported by a Drainage Strategy and would likely need 
a new Surface Water drain to Black Beck.
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3.217 Be6 – Braystones Rd – a minor part of this site is within the Black Beck 
flood plain, along the river frontage, which would need to be retained as 
Greenspace for the maintenance corridor in any case. However the site 
appears ‘landlocked’ with no highway access without obtaining access 
through a house garden. Therefore support is given to the site not being 
allocated.

3.218 Be7 – Sour Close – small site, support proposal to not allocate.

MILLOM (SOUTH & MID COPELAND)

3.219 There are two key issues with Millom/Haverigg the first is they are 
susceptible to tidal flooding and the A5093 has a section at Kirksanton 
which is essentially ‘single track’, which has two rail ‘level crossings’ in 
close proximity. This is the sole remaining ‘unimproved section’ between 
Millom and the A595 Whicham junction. If any significant additional 
housing to support the nuclear industry is proposed, thought needs to be 
given to obtaining developer contributions to improving this section. 

3.220 Millom is however well placed to benefit from the prospective ‘nuclear new 
build’, particularly given the pending initiative to improve rail services on 
the Cumbrian Coast Line; and the Local Plan should actively promote the 
expansion of the town with rail and road improvements. The existence of 
the quarry at Ghyll Scaur and Pier for coastal shipping to assist with the 
construction activities also need to be recognised. The Flood issues will 
require the larger sites to be supported by Flood Risk Assessments and 
Drainage Strategies . This said, the problems are related to Crook Pool 
Beck, which has a tidal outfall to the Duddon Estuary; and is resolvable by 
regular maintenance of the outfall (dredging and operation of the tidal flap 
valve), the beck and likely creation of detention ponds. To greater/lesser 
extents, these impacts are common to all the sites along the southern 
fringe of Millom.

3.221 MMA – Mainsgate Rd Employment Site expansion – also undeveloped 
parts put forward for potential Housing Sites MM11 & MM12 - as these 
sites are at the southern edge, which is Flood Zone 2 & 3 and 
infrastructure is already in place to support employment use, concur Site 
MMA should be allocated employment.

3.222 MMB – Devonshire Rd Employment Site – this is largely in industrial use, 
so the remaining portion should remain so allocated. Two small frontage 
sites MM20 & 21 have been put forward for housing. There would be a 
need to widen Devonshire Rd if access is required off this frontage.

3.223 MMC is Millom Pier, which is beyond the limit of the present Highway 
Network, but has the Cumbria Coastal Way PROW running through it. The 
eastern end of Devonshire Rd would need to be improved for any major 
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industrial development. Whilst there are tourist uses in the area the 
County Council supports the proposal to retain in employment allocation, 
with retention of sufficient land to deal with ‘on shore fabrication for 
example to complement retention of the Wharf as a transport facility.

3.224 MM1 - potential housing site on north side of Devonshire Rd with a small 
adjacent site MM16 to the west that would need access through MM1. 
This land has an access road constructed to facilitate business use c 25 
years ago but there has been no take up of any site. Site allocated to allow 
housing in the 2006 Local Plan, but likewise there has been no take up. 
Due to raised nature of site (part of former Ironworks) it has no flood 
issues, though Crook Pool Beck is culverted beneath Site MM16. 

3.225 MM2 small (30 dwelling) site to west of recent Lowther Road Estate, with 
larger site MM3 that runs up to Haverigg road to the west. Access road 
spurs Bassenthwaite, Ennerdale and Whinlatter Closes were constructed 
to enable development of Site MM2.  Small ‘ransom strips’ might be 
present precluding appropriate access. Given the size of MM3 (c.175 
dwellings) it would need to have access off Haverigg road; there is the 
potential for through linkage between Lowther Rd and the Haverigg road 
which would significantly improve Highways resilience given the present 
single point of access at Station Bridge. These fields, whilst not within 
Flood Zones, are known to be marshy (Crook Pool Beck rises in this area), 
so any development would need to be supported by a Flood Risk 
Assessment and Drainage Strategy and storm drainage attenuation. The 
large development would need to contribute to downstream flood 
alleviation measures.

3.226 MM4 Ashburner’s Compound, Millom Rd – has consent for 9 dwellings 
from 2009 which have not been built, though there has been other recent 
housing developments in this area. Thus agree with proposal to continue 
as housing allocation.  It is considered the site could be developed in 
conjunction with part Site MM18.

3.227 MM5 old Highways Depot, Millom Rd – has had a Consent since 1993 for 
housing which has not been built,  The site likely relies on similar 
development on surrounding sites (MM4, MM9, MM18 etc). These sites 
are all well positioned for local facilities and should be developed. Noted 
not included in allocation due to small size.

3.228 MM8 site off Lapstone Rd to the rear of Crown St Church – see comments 
in relation to previous site.

3.229 MM9 former Council Depot Earl St – see comments in relation to previous 
sites.
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3.230 MM6 land adj.St Georges Hall – it is understood St Georges Hall and this 
site have been purchased by the Health Authority for use as a car park for 
the adjacent Health Centre.

3.231 MM10 former Highways Depot, Holborn Hill – has a long planning history 
but recent Outline Consent for 8 dwellings (09/14) and understood 
progressing to Reserved Matters Stage.

3.232 MM13 Foundry Rd Garage, Millom Rd – it is considered that as long as 
exiting business continues site should not be allocated for housing, but 
given recent housing on opposite side of Millom Rd and proposed 
allocation of site MM4, there is a case for housing to be permitted along 
the northern side of Millom Rd west of King St, but concur with proposed 
site not being allocated.

3.233 MM14 back of Bay View – there does not appear to be access suitable for 
housing off the Highway. Creation of a suitable access would require the 
acquisition of the property Briarfield on Pannatt Hill, unless this is under 
the control of the Promoter the site should not be allocated.

3.234 MM15 Stella Terrace – as with the previous site, it would require access 
through a house garden off Pannatt Hill, unless such is under the control 
of the Promoter the site should not be allocated.

3.235 MM16 adjacent: Marsh House, Devonshire Rd – confirm development of 
this site would have to be in conjunction with MM1, unless  two frontage 
properties, with internal parking and turning, as has happened opposite.

3.236 MM17 Crook Field – there is a purpose built access off Devonshire Rd. 
suitable for up to 50 dwellings, though the house garden to the west has 
encroached into the Highway and compromised visibility, which would 
need to be dealt with prior to development commencing. The southern end 
of the site is within the Crook Pool Beck flood zone, though as previously 
advised, this is largely an issue of watercourse/tidal flap maintenance 
downstream. Any application would need to be supported by a Flood Risk 
Assessment and Drainage Strategy and promote remedial works to the 
watercourse, through and downstream of the site. Otherwise, the County 
Council has not objection with site being allocated for housing.

3.237 MM18 to the rear of the Fire Station, Millom Rd, the site adjoins MM4 
which would need to provide the means of access. Western part of site 
between the Fire Station and ironworks railway formation is fully occupied 
by well-tended allotments. No particular issues with unused part being 
developed for housing, if came forward with development of Site MM4, but 
should not be allocated in entirety.  The site is no more prone to flooding 
than sites MM4, MM9, MM13 due to presence of railway embankment, 
which is also the SSSI boundary.
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3.238 MM19 Queen St. – this appears to be the Methodist Chapel grounds/car 
park and as long as it remains a Place of Worship the land should not be 
allocated. Were this to cease the County Council from a highways, 
transport and flood risk perspective has no particular issues as the site is 
within a residential area.

3.239 MM20 & 21 Borwick Rails – this is a strip of land presently used for 
grazing ponies either side of the Drum Closures Ltd factory entrance. 
Devonshire Rd has narrowed at the bend prior to these plots and would 
require the frontage providing for carriageway widening and a footway, 
with extended street lighting. This would narrow the strip as to make 
housing development exceedingly unlikely, plus the factory behind and 
commercial site MMB opposite would introduce housing into an 
employment zone, the County Council from a highways, transport and 
flood risk perspective agrees that the site should not be allocated for 
housing.

3.240 MM22 west of Mountbatten Way – this is a major expansion on the 
western side of the town and would require the extension of urban 
infrastructure along the A5093, further consideration and analysis would 
be required to determine if the  allocation of this site is suitable.

3.241 MM23 south-west of Grammerscroft estate – this estate lies off C4029, 
Palmers Lane is the local distributor road to Haverigg.  There are two 
purpose built ‘Major Access Road standard’ points from where a loop road 
could be built to develop the site. On its south-eastern edge there is a 
Shared Access Way to the Site boundary (Moor Close) which could serve 
a small development. However given the need for site MM3 to connect to 
the Haverigg road, the combined scale of development would need to fund 
improved footways/lighting, waiting & speed restrictions compensatory ‘off 
road’ parking at key points and raising of the carriageway to improve 
visibility through the rail underbridge, though this would be retained as 
single track carriageway as a traffic calming feature. Sites MM 2&3 would 
provide connectivity with the town centre, whilst both are well positioned 
for the Primary School, which is to the east of Palmers Lane. Thus Site 
MM23 should be allocated.

HAVERIGG

3.242 Ha1 & Ha2 Poolside – there is a current consent for 81 dwellings that has 
been built incrementally over some years, there is a need for coastal/tidal 
defences and currently none of the roads are adopted which needs to be 
addressed. Whilst there is no objection in principle to development, the 
developer needs to be made to meet Conditions relating to coastal/tidal 
defences and providing a road network suitable for adoption.  Site Ha2 
relies on the development of Site Ha1 for the infrastructure to access and 
service it; given the problems in the development of Site Ha1, the County 
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Council from a Highways Transport and Flood Risk perspective agree with 
the proposal to not allocate Ha2 for housing.

3.243 Ha3 Willowside allotments/camping site – the access off Poolside is 
unsuitable for a housing development.  It is within Flood Zone 3a, though 
since the construction of the tidal defences the area is not known to have 
flooded and and the allotments/camp site are well used local facilities.  
The County Council from a flood risk perspective agrees with the proposal 
not to allocate for housing.

3.244 TOS1 – this is the large land area east of Haverigg/south of Millom known 
as Hodbarrow and Steel Green, which already has some holiday facility 
(Port Haverigg) usage, though the major part is within the Haverigg Pool 
tidal floodplain or the flooded former iron-ore pit.  The County Council from 
a highways and transport perspective has no particular issues with this 
continued allocation, but access is either by C4029 Palmers 
Lane/Haverigg Rd/Poolside or Mainsgate Rd/St.Georges Rd. (the link 
between is unadopted, though a Public Right of Way. Given the other 
impacts of housing sites already detailed above; there would likely be 
infrastructure improvement requirements (as suggested for Palmers Lane) 
for any major traffic increases arising from further development of TOS1.

SEASCALE

3.245 Seascale is close to the Sellafield site and has a range of local facilities, 
including a rail station and ready access to the A595.  As it has direct 
access via the South Gate into Sellafield, ‘work commuting’ does not 
cause the same problems as on the A595 north of Sellafield.

3.246 SeA Rural workshops employment site, Cross Lanes (also put forwards as 
housing Site SE9) - this site is well positioned on the eastern fringe of the 
village, off the Sellafield south access route and is the extension of an 
existing facility, being one of the few between Egremont and Millom as 
much of the surrounding area is within the Lake District National Park. 

3.247 Se1 Links Crescent – this site is now under construction (Persimmon 
Homes, therefore the site should not be allocated.  However, it must be 
noted that there are fluvial flooding issues associated with this site, which 
require delivery of Se5, for which it is understood Persimmon have 
allowed access for within their road layout plans.

3.248 Se2 Townend Farm East – there is no highway access to this site, 
development would require either the upgrading of the private access to 
the west of the Catholic Church or creation of a new one at the side of the 
Library/Health Centre. There is a culverted watercourse through the site 
that is constricted and the removal of this culvert and incorporation of 
attenuation measures would be a pre-requisite for development.
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3.249 Se3 side of Primary School – this site has a prvious consent and there is 
evidence that construction of the access road commenced  The site has 
been dormant for a number of years site should remain allocated as 
housing as accessed by a housing estate road and adjacent to school. 
Limited downstream drainage capacity means any storm water discharge 
to watercourse will need to be appropriately regulated.

3.250 Se4 Swang Farm – It is understood this site has a consent for 17 houses 
and comments made for previous site in relation to drainage.

3.251 Se5 Fairways extension – refer to comments made under site Se1 – it is  
understood Persimmon are allowing for access off Links Crescent, 
however though this could preclude development by another developer.  It 
is considered that the site should be allocated for housing as provides 
area for upstream attenuation to ameliorate downstream flood events.

3.252 Se6 Rueberry Drive extension – this is an unadopted road on which the 
County Council opposed incremental development in the past, at the 
southern extremity of the village; support ‘non allocation’.

3.253 Se7 Black How  - the County Council confirms that Bailey Ground Farm 
track unsuitable for further housing and would need to be upgraded to 
4.8m wide Shared Access Road, with at least two 0.6m verge strips and 
6m corridor width is not available therefore so support is given to the site 
not being allocated from a highways and transport perspective.

3.254 Se8 to the rear of Wansfell (now Bailey Ground) Hotel – this is the 
hotel/holiday apartments car park and must be retained as such as long as 
present uses continue, therefore support retention of current use.

3.255 Se10 The Banks – the site appears to be the Golf Club car/coach park 
which is a well used facility and must be retained unless alternative 
provision is provided elsewhere (and it is not clear how this could be 
achieved as convenient as the existing facility) - therefore support 
retention of current Use.

DRIGG & HOLMROOK

3.256 Like Seascale, which is only 3km away with a full range of local facilities, 
these villages have a rail station and ready access to the A595 and from a 
transport infrastructure viewpoint are well placed for development.  
However further analysis would need to take place in relation to any 
further development around the Station Rd and Old Shore Rd junctions 
with the B5344.

3.257 Vs2 Wray Head – this site lies between Station, Old Shore and Seascale 
roads – if developed this site would need to provide footway along Station 
Rd.
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3.258 Vs4 – field on north side of B5344, Holmrook

THE HILL BY MILLOM 

3.259 Vs9 – Nook Meadow, the U4078 from which access would be taken is 
extremely narrow, though its junction with the A5093 benefits from a 
visibility improvement carried out some 12 years ago.  The County Council 
would be content with a small development. The Hill has access to the 
Millom – Broughton bus service and The Green station on the Cumbrian 
Coast Line.

4. Transport Services Team

General 

4.1 It is considered that the housing allocations policies should include a 
policy on transport and access. The geography of the majority of 
settlements in Copeland means that consideration needs to be given to 
how people travel to key services. There is limited public transport (see 
comments below), and there will therefore be a reliance on the private car 
which will put additional pressure on the road infrastructure. 

4.2 It is therefore encouraged that developer contributions should be sought in 
order to provide appropriate transport where this is required. This is likely 
to be scheduled bus services where this is appropriate, or community 
transport can be option in more remote areas. It will be worth considering 
better public transport links to the Cumbria Coast Line.  The policy needs 
to consider the impact the additional people moving into these housing 
sites will have on existing services, and consider the transport needs of 
these people and the location of the services they will need to access. 

Passenger Transport 

4.3 Cumbria County Council no longer provides financial support for any bus 
services. This includes those that used to be procured with financial 
support before they became viable, and also services that are withdrawn 
due to the fact they are not commercially viable. The bus services 
mentioned below are a snapshot in time as of February 2015, this 
situation may change in the future as operators choose to withdraw or add 
new bus services.

Whitehaven

- Most areas of the town have good frequency services running from early 
morning until late afternoon.

- Evening and Sunday services are however limited.
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- Access to the West Cumberland Hospital at Hensingham normally 
involves a change of buses in the town centre.

- Whitehaven has 6 buses an hour to Workington and 4 to Maryport, 3 to 
Cleator Moor plus half hourly services to Frizington and Egremont.

- It has an hourly service to Carlisle and Wigton, and infrequent links to 
Cockermouth.

Key Service Centres 

Cleator Moor

- Three buses an hour to Whitehaven with two continuing to Maryport via 
Workington.

- Services to Frizington (twice and hour) and Egremont (once an hour).
- Limited service on evenings and Sundays.

Cleator

- Hourly services to Whitehaven, Cleator Moor and Egremont.
- Limited evening and Sunday service to Whitehaven via Cleator Moor (long 

term viability unclear).

Egremont

- Half hourly service to Maryport via Workington, plus extra hourly journeys 
to Whitehaven from a second operator, limited evening and Sunday 
service. 

- Hourly service to Cleator Moor, no evening or Sunday service.
- Limited links to St Bees, Seascale and Moor Row.

Millom

- Limited Town Service (no Saturdays or Sundays operation).
- Very limited links to Barrow (Sundays and weekend evenings).
- Main transport provided by rail. 

Local Centres 

Arlecdon / Rowrah

- No regular bus services. 
- Services on one day a week to Workington and Cockermouth, with 

subsidy from Parishes.

Beckermet
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- Limited service to Egremont and Whitehaven (no service at weekends).
- Long term viability unclear. 

Biggrigg

- Half hourly service to Maryport via Workington, plus extra journeys to 
Whitehaven from a second operator. 

- Limited evening and Sunday service.  

Distington

- Four buses an hour to Workington and Whitehaven, half hourly to 
Egremont, Cleator Moor and Frizington.

- Limited evening and Sunday services.
- Peak journeys to Carlisle via Wigton.
- Limited service to Carlisle via Cockermouth (not Sundays).

Ennerdale

- Once a week service to Cockermouth is the only public transport.

Frizington

- Half hourly service to Maryport via Whitehaven and Workington. 
- No evening or Sunday service. 

Haverigg

- Limited town service (long term viability linked to schools transport 
contracts).

- No evening or Sunday service.

Kirkland

- No regular bus services. 
- Services on one day a week to Workington and Cockermouth, with 

subsidy from Parishes. 

Lowca

- Half hourly service to Whitehaven.
- Limited evening and Sunday service.

Moor Row

- Three trips a day Monday to Friday to Egremont or Cleator Moor.
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- Long term future is unclear. 

Moresby Parks

- Very limited service (2/3 trips a day).
- No evening or Sunday service

Parton

- Half hourly service to Whitehaven.
- Limited evening and Sunday service.

Seascale

- Three trips a day Monday to Friday to Egremont, two continue to 
Whitehaven.

- Long term future is unclear. 

St Bees

- Three trips a day Monday to Friday to Egremont, two continue to 
Whitehaven.

- Long term future is unclear. 

Sellafield

- Has dedicated works buses but not well used.

Thornhill

- Half hourly service to Maryport via Whitehaven and Workington.
- Limited evening service.
- Hourly daytime Sunday service.

School Transport 

4.4 The policy of Cumbria County Council is to provide school transport where 
a child attends the catchment or nearest school and lives over the 
statutory walking distance from that school.  The statutory walking 
distance is defined as 2 miles for children under eight and 3 miles for 
children eight years old or above.  The distance is measured by the 
shortest available walking route from home (e.g. garden/farm gate) to the 
nearest school entrance.  For a route to be available, it must be one which 
a child, accompanied by an adult, could be expected to walk with 
reasonable safety.  If a parent/carer does not feel that there is a safe 
walking route to the nearest or catchment school they may request that a 
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route safety assessment is undertaken.  Should this be agreed, school 
transport will be provided until a safe route is identified.  In addition to the 
above, children from “low income groups” defined as those who are 
entitled to free school meals, or whose families are in receipt of their 
maximum level of Working Tax Credit, may also qualify for an enhanced 
entitlement.  This policy is based on the Authority's statutory 
responsibilities in relation to school transport and as set out in the County 
Council’s Planning Obligations Policy.

Rail 

4.5 The Cumbrian Coast Line running through Copeland (Barrow – Carlisle) is 
one of a few lines designated by the Department for Transport as 
community rail lines (a Government Strategy supported by the rail 
industry). Stations in Copeland along this route are:

Parton, Whitehaven, Corkickle, St Bees, Nethertown, Braystones, 
Sellafield, Seascale, Drigg, Ravenglass, Bootle, Silecroft, Millom, Green 
Road.

4.6 There is a shortage of secure cycle parking at a number of stations and 
also limited car parking provision. Improvements to accessing the railway 
stations are important, and should be considered as part of any strategy to 
reduce the reliance on private cars.

5. Education 

Current Position 

5.1 Copeland is divided into a series of catchment areas that correspond to 
the primary and secondary schools in the area (illustrated below). These 
catchment areas are used to prioritise pupil applications in the event of 
oversubscription at a school and are also used in the County Council’s 
Home to School transport policy.
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5.2 Parents do not have to select the school that pertains to the catchment 
area they live in, but rather have a right to express a preference for any 
school and, where there are places available in that school, the admission 
authority must allocate a place in line with this preference. This results in a 
movement of children between catchment areas.

5.3 It should also be noted that there is a legal requirement for the County 
Council to provide free home to school transport where the school is more 
than 2 miles from home in the case of pupils who are under 8 years of 
age, and 3 miles where children are 8 and over, or where there is no safe 
walking route available.
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Assessment of the Effects of Development 

5.4 When assessing the potential number of children a new housing 
development might be expected to produce the County Council uses a 
population led model. The population led model uses census data to 
ascertain the average number of school aged children living in a 
household in the county. This average is then applied to the number of 
houses in the proposed development to produce a likely pupil yield from 
the development. The resultant pupil yield is then compared to the existing 
capacity of the schools in the affected area and their current pupil 
numbers to determine whether  there are sufficient school places to cover 
the additional children or, if not, whether developer contributions are 
needed to fund the delivery of extra school places.

Calculation of pupil yield using population led model (example) 

Delivery of Places 

5.5 In cases where the pupil yield from housing development outstrips school 
capacity in the affected area the County Council will not be in a position to 
fund additional school places. This means that developer contributions will 
be needed to fund the delivery of these additional school places and to 
achieve this there is a need for close working between Copeland Borough 
Council and Cumbria County Council. Whitehaven already has schools 
that are running at, or close to, full capacity near proposed substantial 
developments (September 2014 pupil census).

5.6 It is envisaged that in the short to medium term at least, Section 106 
agreements will play an important role, and the County Council’s Planning 
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Obligations Policy presents a robust and consistent means to securing 
these. However, given the limitations imposed by Regulation 123 (3) of the 
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended) on the 
number of S106 agreements possible in an area for that type of 
infrastructure, CIL may have a role in delivering elements of the education 
requirement.

5.7 Further detailed analysis and modelling work of the impact of the final 
selected housing sites on education infrastructure is required.  It will also 
be necessary to identify mitigation and likely costs of the education 
infrastructure which will need to be included as part of the evidence base 
contained in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan. 

6. Property Services 

Open Space / Urban Greenscape 

6.1 It is important that areas of land owned by the Council should not be 
considered available for other uses without the consent of the County 
Council.  

6.2 Section 77 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 as amended 
by the Education and Inspections Act 2006, gives protection to school 
playing fields used by maintained schools in the last 10 years.  The Act 
defines a maintained school as a school which is maintained by a Local 
Authority, which includes community schools, foundation schools and 
community and foundation special schools.

6.3 The Act gives the following protection ‘Where an area of playing land has 
not been used by a foundation, trust or voluntary school, or any of its 
pupils for educational or recreational purposes for a period of more than 
10 years, its disposal would fall to be considered under the same 
procedures that apply to non-playing field land (set out in Schedule 22 of 
the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 as amended by Schedule 
4 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006)’.  

6.4 In practice both areas of legislation mean that for local authorities, 
governing bodies, foundation bodies and trustees in order to dispose or 
change the use of playing fields used by schools, they must seek the 
permission of the Secretary of State.  It should also be noted that Section 
77 (4) refers to changes of use (this is not a change of use in relation to 
planning permission as defined by the Town and Country Planning (Use 
Classes) Order 1987) that do not need to be referred to the Secretary of 
State.  This includes if a local authority, governing body, or foundation 
body wishes to build permanent classrooms or install mobile classrooms 
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on playing fields.  Also included is the building of an indoor leisure centre 
for use by the school or community, or both.

6.5 In November 2012 the Department for Education updated Guidance 
entitled ‘Advice on The Protection of School Playing Fields and Public 
Land’.  The purpose of the Guidance is to ensure that existing school 
playing fields are protected to provide for the future needs of schools and 
their communities, and to protect the land that is needed for the purposes 
of an academy.  The Guidance explains that in order for local authorities, 
governing bodies, foundation bodies and trustees to dispose or change 
the use of playing fields used by schools, they must seek the permission 
of the Secretary of state.  

6.6 It is important to note that applying for planning permission is a separate 
process concerned with the development of land, whereas Section 77 is 
concerned with the protection of school playing fields for indiscriminate 
disposal or change or use.  Education ministers do not have any statutory 
powers to influence the future development of land; this is a matter for the 
local planning authority.  However, it is expected that where Section 77 
applies, the consent of the Secretary of State is sought before a planning 
application is submitted.  

6.7 Copeland Borough Council has allocated school playing fields as ‘Possible 
Urban Greenscape’.  It is acknowledged that the NPPF states that playing 
fields should not be built on unless a number of criteria are met.  However, 
it is considered that school playing fields should be recognised as being 
exclusively for school use, and should not be considered available for any 
other use or access without the consent of the governing or other 
controlling body.  It is considered that the legislation detailed in paragraph 
6.2 will provide sufficient protection to school playing fields.  Consequently 
it is therefore considered such designations on school playing fields 
should be removed or amended to take account of the schools operational 
needs in the first instance.

6.8 School playing fields also could present an opportunity for a school to be 
extended to meet changing curriculum needs, and this designation 
therefore should not be used on school sites as it could be seen as 
preventative to such development.  School playing fields are ancillary to 
the school itself, and it is considered that the operational use of the school 
needs to be taken account of.

County Council Owned Sites 

6.9 In relation to sites that the County Council own, the County Council has 
the following comments to make.

Land at Kells (WW3)
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No objection to the proposed designation (Allocation not proposed)

Land at Harras Moor (WH1 & Wh4)

The County Council request that the proposed allocation WH1 be 
extended to cover WH4, where allocation is not proposed. If Copeland 
Borough Council do not consider this to be possible, a justification is 
required as to why WH4 is not allocated.

Land at Former Ehenside School, Cleator Moor (CM5)

The County Council has no objections to the proposed allocation of this 
site for housing. The County Council would like the remainder of the site 
not to be allocated as ‘Possible Urban Greenspace Protection’ at this 
stage as this may preclude any future development proposals.

Land at Jacktrees Rd, Cleator Moor (CM4) 

The County Council has no objections to the proposed designation.

Egremont Highways Depot

The County Council would like to put this site forward for allocation, it is 
considered that the most appropriate use would be mixed use.

Land at St Bees (Sb4)

The County Council requests that further consideration be given to 
allocating this site for residential use. If Copeland Borough Council still 
consider that this site is not appropriate for allocation then the County 
Council, requests further justification for the site’s non-allocation.

6.10 If land the Council is looking to develop or sell for development is not 
allocated in the Local Plan, it will have a direct impact on the ability to 
obtain planning permission for development,.

7. Historic Environment

7.1 It is considered that a number of the proposed land allocations in the Site 
Allocations and Policies document contain known, and have the potential 
to contain currently undiscovered, heritage assets of archaeological 
interest.  None of these archaeological assets are designated heritage 
assets and there is no reason, at this stage, to believe these assets are 
likely to be demonstrably of equivalent significance to scheduled 
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monuments.  Therefore, there will be a need to appropriately treat through 
the planning process any heritage assets of archaeological interest 
threatened by development.  There is however, no reason to rule out any 
of the proposed sites on the grounds of adverse impact to significant 
archaeological remains.  

8. Biodiversity 

8.1 It is recommended that Copeland Borough Council fully consider the 
Natural England Standing Advice on Protected Species and the linked 
Cumbria advice. This can be accessed via the Internet 
at:http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningtransportlocalgov/sp
atialplanning/standingadvice/default.aspx

8.2 It is advised that Copeland Borough Council also makes use of the 
Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre which is located at Tullie House. The 
website is: http://www.cbdc.org.uk/.

9. Landscape & Visual Impact

9.1 Only those sites which raise issues of strategic importance in landscape 
and visual terms have been considered in this assessment. Comment is 
generally limited to greenfield urban extensions, of over 100 dwellings, 
which are not designated by an existing allocation or subject to an extant 
planning permission.

Whitehaven 

9.2 The land immediately surrounding the urban area to the east of 
Whitehaven is designated 5d ‘Urban Fringe’ by the Cumbria Landscape 
Character Guidance and Toolkit (CLCGT). The proposed strategic 
allocations under consideration (WH11, WH1&2, WE10 and OS3) all fall 
entirely within this sub type. The CLCGT states that:

“These agricultural landscapes have been subjected to urban and 
industrial influences for a long time and in many parts maintain a 
rural character. Field patterns remain distinct in the largely pastoral 
areas, often bounded by strong hedges and hedgerow trees”.   

9.3 The Guidance notes in terms of Perceptual Character:

“This is a busy area where modern development dominates the 
pastoral character.  The towns can be seen as progressively 
encroaching and areas have an air of neglect.  The more 
agricultural areas and parts where woodland and open green 

http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningtransportlocalgov/spatialplanning/standingadvice/default.aspx
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningtransportlocalgov/spatialplanning/standingadvice/default.aspx
http://www.cbdc.org.uk/
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spaces remain are important green lungs close to the towns and 
cities which provide respite from the busy areas and a connection 
to the wider countryside”.

9.4 The Vision for the area states:

“This changing landscape will be enhanced through restoration.  
Management practices will create a stronger definition between 
town and country areas integrating adjacent discordant land uses 
into the landscape.  Woodland areas and traditional field 
boundaries will be managed and enhanced.  New woodland 
planting will be used strategically to create a bold landscape 
structure unifying disparate uses in developing areas while the 
reinforcement of rural ‘green’ qualities will help maintain rural 
character and provide visual relief.  Access through the public rights 
of way network from towns and cities into the countryside will be 
enhanced”.

9.5 In regards to changes in the Landscape:

• Housing development on sensitive ridges can often lack the 
soft landscaping needed to help integrate it into the wider 
landscape.  

• Green infrastructure provides an opportunity to seek 
enhancements to the landscape, biodiversity and cultural 
heritages adjacent to urban areas and to create green 
corridors between settlements.

9.6 Guidelines include:
 When new development takes place consider opportunities 

to enhance and strengthen green infrastructure to provide a 
link between urban areas and the wider countryside.  
Reinforcing woodland belts, enhancing water and soil quality 
and the provision of green corridors from and between 
settlements could all help reinforce landscape and 
biodiversity features. 

9.7 Despite their relative proximity to the urban area, all of the proposed major 
greenfield sites currently exhibit the rural characteristics highlighted 
above. The general good practice to be applied to all of these sites would 
be that existing field boundary patterns, hedges, trees and wildlife 
corridors should be retained and enhanced, and that opportunities should 
be taken to strengthen green infrastructure links as noted, both within the 
sites, and beyond - linking to the wider area.

9.8 In terms of specific sites:
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9.9 WH1 and 2 comprise areas of improved and unimproved pasture, directly 
adjacent to an existing area of suburban housing. The belts of woodland 
adjoining the site to the south west, and bisecting the northern portion 
provide a good opportunity to both screen the site, and for integration into 
open space/green corridors. Given the proximity of the site to existing 
housing, good opportunities exist to create green networks throughout the 
site, linking to the existing housing beyond. 

9.10 WH11 lies on the northern boundary of the town, within an area which 
exhibits a more open, rural feel than that immediately to the south. The 
site appears disconnected from the existing suburban area for this reason. 
The creation of a bold landscape framework for the site is therefore key. In 
particular, the northern and eastern boundaries of the site would benefit 
from the planting of trees, to create more of a defined boundary. 
Opportunities exist to link in to the existing footpath network; a number of 
public footpaths adjoin/traverse the site. Given its location, the use of 
vernacular materials, such as pink sandstone, on outfacing dwellings 
would help to assimilate the site within its wider context.

9.11 WE10 lies at the southern boundary of the town, on rising land. It is highly 
prominent visually, notably from the A595 adjacent. A belt of mature 
woodland runs along the south western boundary. This serves to screen 
the site from the road immediately adjacent. Opportunities should be taken 
to retain and integrate this site into the wider open space network. The 
massing of the development, and its dominance in views could be reduced 
through strategic areas of planting throughout the site, and a relatively low 
density of development.

9.12 OS3 lies within the rural area, to the north east of the former fish factory, 
adjoining an area of plantation. The landscape character of this area is 
large scale. It comprises unimproved pasture. The site is generally 
screened by topography and vegetation from wider views. The site 
presents a good opportunity for a strategic development, which if 
developed sympathetically could enhance local landscape character, and 
offer good opportunities for linkages to the rural area, the creation of 
wildlife areas and green corridors, and countryside recreation.

Egremont 

9.13 The land immediately surrounding the urban area to the east of 
Whitehaven is designated 5b ‘Low Farmland’ by the Cumbria Landscape 
Character Guidance and Toolkit (CLCGT). The proposed strategic 
allocations under consideration (EG4/5, EG22, and EG23/24) all fall 
entirely within this sub type. The CLCGT states that:
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“Much of this type is intensively farmed agricultural land.  The 
predominant land cover is pasture. This is interspersed with arable 
land.  Fields tend to be fairly large and bounded by hedges with 
hedgerow trees or fences.  The hedges form an interlocking matrix 
across the undulating land… Tree clumps, riverside and hedgerow 
trees are notable features”.

9.14 The Guidance notes in terms of Perceptual Character:

“This is a traditional working farmed landscape, interspersed with 
large scale industrial developments in the countryside.  It is 
generally large scale and open”.

9.15 Sensitive Characteristics or Features include:

“The matrix of interlocking hedges, woodlands, trees along rivers 
and fields and wind sculpted trees in hedges in coastal areas are 
sensitive to changes in land management. … The traditional feel of 
villages and farms can provide a sense of stepping back in time in 
places and is sensitive to unsympathetic village expansion”.   

9.16 The Vision for the area states:

“The key features of this well maintained working landscape will be 
conserved and enhanced. Limited field enlargement and the 
removal of hedges will take place but the management of retained 
hedges will be a key priority to maintain traditional boundary 
features.  Trees and woodland will be managed, restored and 
enhanced and will be used to integrate urban intrusions into the 
landscape.

9.17 Guidelines include:

“When new development takes place consider opportunities to 
enhance and strengthen green infrastructure to provide a link 
between urban areas and the wider countryside.  Reinforcing 
woodland belts, enhancing water and soil quality and the provision 
of green corridors from and between settlements could all help 
reinforce landscape and biodiversity features”.

9.18 Given the above guidance, as with the Whitehaven sites, the general good 
practice to be applied to all of these sites would be that existing field 
boundary patterns, hedges, trees and wildlife corridors should be retained 
and enhanced, and that opportunities should be taken to strengthen green 
infrastructure links as noted, both within the sites, and beyond - linking to 
the wider area.
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9.19 EG4/5 lies directly adjacent to an existing area of suburban housing. A 
footpath and existing belt of woodland runs to the south and east of the 
site, offering potential for integration into open space/green corridors. 
Given the proximity of the site to existing housing, good opportunities exist 
to create green network throughout the site, linking to the existing housing 
beyond. 

9.20 EG22 lies to the southeast of the settlement, on land which slopes 
downwards towards the River Ehen. The site is visually prominent from 
the east, including from the A595. Focusing development on the flatter, 
western portion of the site would serve to mitigate the visual impact of the 
development. The sloping fields towards the west could potentially form 
part of an area of open space, incorporating the existing woodland and 
footpath.

9.21 EG23/24 lies on the western boundary of the settlement. Of the two sites, 
EG24 is less prominent visually, and could be developed sensitively, 
through the retention and enhancement of existing field boundaries. EG23 
is located on higher ground, and represents a clearer encroachment into 
the surrounding countryside. The integration of a landscaped buffer to the 
southern boundaries of the site would help to facilitate sensitive integration 
with the rural setting of the site.

Millom 

9.22 MM23 is located within landscape sub-type 5b, and given this, the general 
good practice guidelines to development highlighted in the CLCGT, 
quoted above, should be applied to the site. The site is bounded by the 
railway line to the south, and existing urban area to the north and east. 
Development of the site would represent a logical infill extension to the 
settlement. 

9.23 MM2/3 lie within an area designated 2d ‘Coastal Urban Fringe’ within the 
CLCGT. The CLCGT states in regard to ‘Perceptual Character’ that:

“This landscape is busy with many uses and a variety of land cover.  
It can have an air of neglect where buildings and land have become 
run down.  It has a strong association both with the urban character 
of nearby villages, towns and cities and the open and undeveloped 
adjacent landscapes”.

9.24 The CLCGT Vision for the area states:

“The qualities of this landscape and seascape will be enhanced, 
restored and improved as important settings for recreation…. The 
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rural and natural qualities of these areas will be reinforced and 
there will be the development of a bold landscape structure to unify 
disparate uses”.

9.25 Development Guidelines include:

 Protect 'green' areas from sporadic and peripheral 
development.  Support the retention and development of 
‘green gaps’, green infrastructure and ecosystem services 
approaches in Local Development Frameworks where they 
would help maintain distinctive, undeveloped characteristics.

 Minimise the impact of new development by careful siting, 
design and high standards of landscape treatment 
particularly where public views are affected.

 Establish new woodland belts or thick hedgerows along the 
edges of developments to soften their impact, provide a 
backcloth, define limits of urban expansion and integrate 
isolated development.

9.26 The site lies on the southern boundary of the settlement. It is clearly 
visible in the wider landscape, most notably from the Haverigg road, which 
abuts the site to the west, and from a public footpath to the south. 
Development of this site would represent a more obvious encroachment 
into the countryside than MM23. Opportunities should be taken to ensure 
a suitable transition between urban and rural, and to present a suitable 
‘gateway’ frontage to the south of the settlement. A landscaped buffer - 
such as a woodland belt as suggested by the CLCGT - to the south of the 
site would assist with integration. Opportunities exist to link the existing 
public footpaths and rights of way which abut and surround the site, and to 
develop green infrastructure linkages as highlighted in the CLCGT.

Cleator Moor 

9.27 CM31/32 is located within landscape sub-type 5b, and given this, the 
general good practice guidelines to development highlighted in the 
CLCGT, quoted above, should be applied to the site. This site is clearly 
visible in the sourthern approaches to the settlement, and can be regarded 
as a ‘gateway site’ to Cleator Moor. As such, opportunities should be 
taken to develop the site sensitively. The site comprises undulating 
pasture, and features a notable amount of trees and mature hedgerows. 
Together, these lend a smaller scale, enclosed character to the 
landscape. These features offer a good opportunity, if incorporated into 
the site plan, to break up the massing of the development, and assimilate 
it sensitively within the rural environment surrounding the town. 
Opportunities should be taken to utilise local vernacular material, such as 
pink sandstone, in key frontage buildings. Including an area of open space 
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to the western boundary would present an attractive, semi-rural frontage 
to the road. Opportunities should be taken to creatively respond to the 
existing undulating topography of the site. A lower density of development 
may be appropriate, in order to incorporate existing topographical 
variation, areas of open space, and planting.

9.28 CM33 is located within CLCGT landscape sub type 5a ‘Ridge and Valley’. 
The CLCGT states that:

“The landscape is dominated by improved farmed pasture.  Fields 
are typically regular in shape and are medium to large in size.  
Arable fields provide an occasional contrast with the pasture.  Field 
patterns tend to be oblong with straight boundaries enclosed by 
hedges, hedge banks or fences”.

9.29 The site is undulating pasture, situated to the north of the settlement. 
Some hedgerow field boundaries appear to be intact. The surrounding 
landscape is medium to large in scale, with the influences of former 
industry (notably a disused railway line) apparent. The site is visible 
obliquely from the B5295, passing through the heart of the village. 
Opportunities should be taken to strengthen existing hedgerow 
boundaries, and create new boundary treatments which are sympathetic 
to local character (it is noted that the northern boundary does not appear 
to follow existing field pattern). Opportunities may exist to link the site into 
the disused railway corridor, creating pedestrian and cycle linkages to the 
south.

MOOR ROW  
9.30 MR5 is located within landscape sub-type 5b, and given this, the general 

good practice guidelines to development highlighted in the CLCGT, quoted 
above, should be applied to the site. The site is self contained by 
topography, and existing hedgerow boundaries. Good opportunities exist 
to link into the surrounding footpath and cycle network. Including an area 
of open space to the northern boundary would present a suitably semi-
rural frontage to those entering the village from the west.

9.31 It is suggested that reference should be made to landscape character in 
Policy SA1.
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